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Notwithstanding the Fact That
Huns Have Strengthened
Their Line They Are Being
Forced to Yield Ground,

I
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Wright Plant at Dayton, 0
Is Not Up

to'Standard,

War Lead, by tlie Associated

Ifws.)

NotwithstandiiiK the :nc that the
Germans have nowcrfully strengthened their batllo line running across
the Soissons-Rheim- s
salient with additional fresh reserves and have stubbornly disputed further passage northward to the entente allied troops, the
enemy front has been compelled to
bend back appreciably on all sides of
the salient, except at the anchor points
resting immediately on Soissons and

Ithcims.

South of Soissons further wedges
have been driven eastward into the
enemy front down to the Ourcq river;
eastward along the Ourcq French and
American troops have crossed the
stream at various points and advanced
their line well to the northward, while
southwest of Kholms the allies have
debouched from the wooded sectors
and gained the plains,
notwithstandi. i
'
ng. IU.
mo viuiciu-o
oif me
enemy s counni,
ter maneuvers. At some points the
Germans succeeded somewhat ' in
checking1 the forward movement, but
nowhere were they able to bring it to
.

I

a standstill.
Jlctlrcment Is
The retirement of theOrderly.
Germans still
remains orderly, but everywhere the
and
especially the Ameriroops
icans near
are
pressing them hard. Particularly hit- irr iieniing nan taken place around
and at Serev. both
of which towns ure now well in the
nanus of the French and Americans.
At Sergy the Germans naid the Amer
icans the compliment of reinforcing
ineir tattle line with two divisions

d
of
Bavarian troops, men
whose courage had previously been
ussiea wnen tne tide of battle was going against the Germans. It was an
effort either to destroy the Americans
or to herd them back across the
Ourcq. The effort resulted in failure.
ChHiiRPd Hands Four Times.
The battle line shifted back and
forth and Bergy changed hands four
times, but the Americans proved to
be the masters of the picked enemy
troops and finally drove them out and
retained the village. Heavy casualties
were inflicted on the Germans.
wcll-trlc-

ihe fighting
also

In

was of a sanguinary character
the opposing forces fighting In close
contact through the streets of the
town, but with the Germans being
gradually driven back under the ma
chine gun and rifle fire of the French
and Americans or left weltering in
weir moon irom contact with the cold
sieei of the allied bayonets.
Allies Capture Villages.
Immediately south of Soissons on
the western edge of the salient the
Germans strove heroically to hold
back their enemies. In order to
vent the flanking of SoiKHnnH nnrf preho
possible cutting off of large forces of
uioir men ngnting along the Ourcq
south of Oulchy Le Chateau. Scottish troops, however, cunt men mui.
tlons In the outskirts of Buzancy, Just
iu mo wt
oi me soissons-Chatea- u
Thierry road, while further south the
French overcame the resistance Imposed against them, crossed the high
roud and took Grand
Rozny and
Cugny and the Butte Chalmont.
Village Arc In Flame
Southeast of Soissons, well Inside

the salient and at present far outside
the Immediate battle zone, various
towns and villages along the Soissons-Fismc- s
railroad are said to be in
flames.
This seemingly would Indicate that the retirement of the Germans from the big pocket Is to proceed still further northward before
they Intend to halt; it, face about and
give battle to the allied troops along
a chosen line. If the retreat on the
west is to be carried beyond the Sois- line it seems
highly
probable that It is the intention of the
Germans to make their stand from
(Continued on Page Two.")
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liOCAIj REPORT.
'
A summary of local weather conditions .for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending, at lp.ni, yesterday follows: Maximum temperature 89 degrees; minimum, 61; range, 88; at
p. m., 7.4;
southeast winds; clear; .03 Inch
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TO HAVE CAUSED THE

Kaiser, in His Efforts to Appease the Desires of Both the Turks
and Bulgars in Splitting the Spoils Resulting From Enforced Peace Treaty With Rumania, Has Incurred the
of feoth His Allies; Constantinople Believed Favoritism
Was Being Shown Bulgaria and This Caused a Rapid
n
Growth of
Feeling in Turkish Capital; Military
Be
Situation May
Favorably Affected in Interest of Entente
ill
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London,

DEATH OF ONE NEGRO

IPICIAl lIARVO WIRI)

July 29.
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The rela-

tions between Germany and
Turkey have been severed acIRV.MORNINfc JOURNAL RRfCIAL LIARBO
to direct information
A
29.
negro cording
Philadelphia, July
was shot nnd killed' today in South from Constantinople. This anPhiladelphia, where a succession of nouncement is made by the
nee riots have occurred since Saturday. Three deaths have occurred as Copenhagen correspondent of
a result of tho disorders, two men, the Exchange Telegraph comone of them a policeman, having been
shot dead yesterday. More than three pany.
score persons have been Injured. The
The excitement against Gernegro killed today had been arrested
the advices further say,
by two policeman and tried to escape many,
As has been growing, particularly;
y slashing them with a razor.
be was being taken into a police sta after lp.st week's events.
V
tion, some one in tho crowd shot hhn.
deGermans
The
recently
The trouble started over,
fcellni
engendered when negroes began mov- manded the cruiser Hamidieh,
ing Into a residential section popu- the
only large ship then in poslated exclusively by whites.
Three
hundred policemen, aided by sixty session of Turkey, as compenmarines, arc on duty In tho disturbed sation for the tlreslau, the forsection.
mer Gorman cruiser which waj
JAPAfM MAKES LOAN TO
destroyed in the Dardanelles
while under the Turkish flag.
SIBERIAN GOVERNMENT
Despite Turkey's protest tho
Hamidieh has departed for
MORNIN4 JOURNAL
HARRIS WR
with the German flag
29.
Tho
official
Stockholm, July
organ of the Siberian
government,
flyine.
published at Omsk, stated on July 12
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that Japan had granted to tho Siberian government a loan of 50,000,000
sterling for tho formation of a strong
In return Siberia undertakes
army.
to supply Japanese troops which arrive there with provisions.
It also is announced that the SiProblem of Finding Accommo- "Refer Question to President Germans Learn to Their Cost berian government Is carrying on negotiations with America.
dation for Employes in InWilson or Take It Into Your
Meaning of U, S, Tenacity
dustrial1 Plants Taxes City;
Own Hands," Says National
During Fighting in Woods VILLAGES F RED
Prices Increase,
in
North
of Epieds.
Leader
Speech.
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Philadelphia, July 23. This city la
crowded as never before. The influx
of strangers from all parts of the
United States toil in shipyards, munition plants and in other
where
plcs
done hns
government vork is being
greatly intensified tho housing prob-
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Denver. Colo., July 29. For New
Mexico: Tuesday
and - Wednesday
partly cloudy; showers northeast portion Tuesday.
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednesday
generally fair; not much change in
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London, July 29. in the debate in
the house of commons today on his
motion regarding Ireland, John Dillon, the national leuder, proposed
the reference of the question to President Wilson.
lem.
Replying to Mr. Dillon's speech on
Few houses are available for rentmotion. Kilwnrd Bhortt, secretary
his
'
ers. A To Let" sign is scarcely ever
seen except in sections well removed for Ireland, said that the government
had been compelled to take strong
from the industrial plants.
was
Because of the high cost of building action In Ireland because theresouthmaterials relatively few houses are a complete military system in
gofug up, apart from those being con west Ireland. Instructions were given
structed by the government for ship- tho secretary dcclnred as to how to
yard
operations until after the war. .'cut railwuys and destroy bridges and
.
withal the problem of finding ac- communications, while explosives hud
commodations for everyone Is slowly been recently Imported.
being solved, and after a time man)
Introducing his resolution which
families who have forced to share
tho view
the "true
homes with others probably will be expressesof tho Irish that
solution
question Is to put
able to get places of their own.
OF
In reRens, Inkeeplng with other things, Into operation without delay
have taken an upward bound, sharply gard to Ireland the principles laid
President Wilson," Mr. Dilin some Instances.
Steps have been down by
taken to prevent profiteering but lon admitted that the nationalist
there has ben no governmental ob- party was in difficulty, but, he addjection to advances where conditions ed, "wo are because we have strugwarranted them.
gled to save tho constitutional posPerhaps no other city In the country ition and bring Ireland Into the war,
can claim so large a number of prop- while the government has done everyerty owners as Philadelphia. Real thing in Us power to drive her out of
estate men figure that within the the war."
past year more homes were purchased
The nationalist leader declared the
here than in the three preceding
question of Ireland was a war quesy ars.
Where it was formerly possible to tion and that was why ho brought it
iCIAL eoRKPONDSNC TO MtfKA IM JOURNAL)
at the present time.
London, July 29. The Americans clear a real estate transaction in a ,upHow could
Great Britain, he asked,
met Germany's finest regiments in few weeks, it now requires as manj
the world as one of her
battle south of Sergy last night where months. Clerks In title and trust com put before
have been compelled to objects nf the war the freeing of
the enemy threw in the whole Fourth pany offices as
work nights,
well as days, and even small nationalities; when there was
division of Prussian guards in a deshave
been unable tc keep Ireland lying at her back door "unthen they
perate counter attack. Advicei reach- abreast
or tneir task.
der the unhappy tyranny of a military
London
show
this
afternoon
that
ing
Because of the keen demand for govern mo nt?"
the Americans stood like a stone wall, homes real estate valuations
have
brought the Germans to a clean stop Increased many millions, and official
an dinfllcted the heaviest losses upon figures which will be published later fNTERNAL AFFAIRS IN
them.
on are expected to show a phenomen
The dispatches praise the work of al increased growth over those of
SWITZERLAND; SERIOUS
the Americans highly, but give no de- 1917.
'
The abnormal inquiry by home- MORNINC, JOURNAL RRtCfAL l.KARKO WlRI
tails beyond Insisting upon the heavy seekers is attributed to the high wages
(r
losses which the Prussians suffered, paid to men engaged in government
Basel, Switzerland, July 29. The
Internal situation in Switzerland is as
particularly from the American ma- work.
chine gunners.
suming a grave aspect as the result
of a conflict between federal authoriThe fact that the Germans picked ALLEGED SMUGGLERS
ties and the labor organizations.
the Americans as opponents for the
came to a head yesterday
choicest battalions in the German
TAKEN INTO CUSTOM at Matters
a meeting of the Swiss Workmen's
army indicated that ther have learncongress, organized by a socialist comed to respect the men from the UniOT HOONINO JOURNAL (nOIAL L1AMO WIRll
mittee headed by Robert Grimm,
ted States in the fighting of the last '
29.
John
voted by a large majority that the
Ariz., July
Douglas,
fortnight
council's reply to tho work. The heaviest fighting Of the last Mohr, a wholesale grocer of this city, federal
and Llus Alvarez, a Mexican customs men's claims was unsatisfactory and
twenty-fou- r
hours occurred in this officer, today
Unitwere arrested
that if further negptlatlons failed In
sector last night against the French ed States customs Inspectors onby charg. obtaining
concessions, a general strike
and Americans. Sergy after having es of conspiring to smuggle foodstuffs would be called.
been taken and lost four times was into Mexico in violation of the war
In official circles the situation Is rein allied, hand? today,
trade boarJ' regulations,
:
garded S lcrHu9. '
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Washington,
July 29. C Itlcisms
by General Pershing and others of
the De Haviland airplane now the
principal output of American factories are being Investigated simultaneously by Secretary Baker and the
senate committee inquiring into
production.
After Secretary Baker's statement
last wfeek to senate committee ir.
that General Pershing had sent
a cablegram criticizing and disapproving features both of design and construction, the senate committee Arranged to reopen its hearing tomorrow for further inquiry into the De
Haviland type.
Army Officers SiilMH;nacil.
The three army officers in charge
of testing Do Haviland machines
made at the Wright plant at Dayton,
Ohio, have been, subpoenaed to appear tomorrow.
Criticisms of the De Haviland plana
according to senate committeemen,
have come not only from General
Pershing, but from officers promin-enfl- y
Identified with the flying service
as well as from American aviators
and aeronautical engineers who have
seen the British design of Do Havi
land and the American redlslgnoCI
type In action. Weakness of the wing
fabric, which is said to have caused
several accidents; weakening of struc
tural parts by excess of steel bolts,
and deficient fuel capacity are known
to be some of the objections rilsed cf
the American designs. Senators said
today that Secretary Baker had promised an inquiry into statements that
in rcdisigning the De Haviland to
taku the increased load of the Amerinican type, largely caused
by
creased weight and speed of the Liberty motors, the wooden frame Is
weakened by use of bolts clo.!'.y assembled at structural Joints. Secretary Baker, however, declined to discuss the matter at his conference
with newspaper correspondents.
7."
.
Machines Completed.
According to Information given
senators by the war secretary, 753 De
Haviland machines have been completed In this country up to the last
report from official sources, of which
more than four Hundred have been
shipped to General Pershing, who,
however, has reported receipt so far
of only
There are no reports fijkrtn General Pershing that
American-buils
t
De
any of the
have been used by the American forces on the fighting front.
The senate military
Investigation of De Haviland
production, members said, has not
yet developed that any of the criticisms made against the Americanized
type are wellfounded.
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Some Points the Germans 753 of the Sky Boats Have
Check the Forward MoveBeen Completed
Already
ment Somewhat But it Has
More Than
Which
of
Here,
Not Been Entirely Stopped,
400 Are Now in Fraf.ce.
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Washington, July 29. The crossing
of the Ourcq by the American forces
in tlieir continued pursuit of the
enemy north of tho Marne was reported In General Pershing's communlqm
for yesterday, received today ut the
war department.
Telling of the work of tho Ameri
can division on July 22. when It took
tho woods north of Epieds, tho report
says:
'The Germans counter attucked
with great energy but they learned
to their cost tho meaning of American
tenacity. Impeded tho first time In
their maneuver, the Americans took
tho outskirts of the wood on the 24th,
went straight Into it, seized a whole
company of German prisoners and
continued their advance with such
fury that towards 3 p. m. they had
reached the outskirts of the forests
of Fere and the same evening they
hud gained the
to
Jaulgonne road.
Thus the American division had In
six days realized at certain points a
gain of 7.7 kilometers in depth, fighting day and night without respite and
giving proof of the finest military virtues. AH thelf communications were
carried out with perfect regularity on
the right and left as well as in the
interior of the division Itself. Discipline which filled the Germans with
surprise and admiration anlmatod the
attack in the sections. They marched
with officers at their side and with
the closed ranks exactly like French
units.
"The enemy prisoners could not gel
over It. 'We scarcely see those who
are commanding,' they declared to
the Americans. 'You are lucky. You
are like the French who have always
got their officers In front of them to
lead them in battle.' "
The report says the same harmony
is Bhown between
the French and
American high command and that the
American division commander during
the operations described, never spared
himself, but with broad views, preciso
orders and a practical mind, treated
the problems that presented .themselves with a mastery of the situation
that cost the enemy dear.
"The days of July 18 to the 25th,"
the report concludes, "offer fresh
striking proof of what the entente of
the United States and France can do
on military grounds."'
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Iondon, July "K. The German retreat is continuing along the whole
line, the allies closely In pursuit, according to news from the fighting
area in the Soissons-Itheim- s
salient
rcteived up to mn.
The Hermans

have

succeeded

In

checking to a certain extent, but not
in stopping the French advance.
The French arc on the north bank
of the Ourcq and to the east they

'

Gep-ma-

rela-tlon-

have secured tho whole road between
Rheims and Dormans. The Germans
are stubbornly resisting and are burning villages.
Heavy fighting Is' still in progress
t the south of Soissons, In the neighborhood of Uuczany. Ho fur the
French .have made no progress there.
Villages between Soissons anil
about fourten miles to the east
however, are on fire, leading to tho thorities,
That Turkey has become more and
belief that the Germans may Intend
more weary of th war, was Indicated
a further retreat.
Turkish
Since yesterday Ihe allies have ad- In the failure of the latest
According to Swiss disvanced between two and three miles loan in June. 12,000,000
was obtained
patches only
on a twenty mile front.
out of 33,000,000 sought. However,
The enemy has definitely abandonconsiderable doubt in th
ed the line of tho Ourcq and there there was
minds of officials here whether severis little doubt now that ho will go ance of relations even if
actually
back, beyond the Vesle to the line brought about, would be permanent.
Soissons
between
miles
long
thirty
It Is believed that Germany calling
and Kholms, which Is probably en- upon her allies, Bulgaria and Austria,
trenched and has good lines of com- to assist her. will undertake to deal
munication.
sternly with Turkey, and through the
The German retirement has been thousands of German agents in that,,
quite orderly ami deliberate. So far country will seek to displace the young
the taking of only four guns has boen turk party and Install some faction
which can be depended upon to obey
reported.
The Americans, particularly In the the mandates of the central powers.
sector, are pressIt was also pointed out that the
Turkish army is officefed almost en- ing the Germans very vigorously.
tlrely by Germans, and that while the
Turkish diplomatic authorities might
RECEIVER NAMED FOR
sever relations fvlth Oarmany, the
would Remain! thoroughly GerGOODWIN'S PROPERTY army
man. Also reports have been received
that the Constantinople police system
anti-Germ-

s,

i
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New York, July 29. A receiver for
the property of Nat C. Goodwin, actor,
was appointed In the city court here
today.
The receivership Is the outcome of
'
,
lloosevclt Sees King.
a judgment for $1,896 recently recov.
D.
29.
Franklin
ered
London,
July
against Goodwin In suits based
Roosevelt, assistant secretary of the upon notes given In payment for land
American navy, had a long interview near Hemet, Calif., where th actor
.
,
has a ranch. ,
with King George this mornlnf.
'

ofWashington. July 29. While no
ficial notice of the breach of relations
between Turkey and Germany or
rather the central powers, for without
doubt Austria Is Involved with
in the dispute with the Ottomatt
government has reached Washington, officials expressed little surprise
tonight ot the Copenhagen dispatch,
received from London, saying Ger- s.
many and Turkey had severed some
In official circles here tor
time past it has been realized that in
her efforts to Berve both Turkey and
reBulgaria In the division of spoils
sulting from the enforced treaty with
Humania, Germany has incurred th
111 will of both her allies.
i
Following the conclusion of th
pence treaty with Uunianla at Jassy.
both Turkey and Bulgaria laid claim
to much of the territory which Ruher
mania has been forced to cede to was
enemies. Included In these claims
from
to
the
the title
railway running
this
Adrlunople to Deadeagatche, and conbecame the source of the greatest
tention between the two allied nations,
Germany for some time endeavored to
Induce tho two countries to settle this
dispute amicably,, by suggesting that
the nation whtcn raiiea 10 oinuin mo
railway should receive other compensation,
Hcllcf In Turkey that favoritism wa?
being shown Bulgaria by Germany in
tho negotiations, according to recent
dispatches received here, caused a
feeling
rapid growth of
A shortage of food,
in Constantinople.
weariness of the war. and dissatisfaction with the young turk party because of Its submission to German
control recently found expression in
Constantinople In food riots and munitions uprisings which have been
strnly suppressed by the military au-

permeated thoroughly with German,
making possible the continuation ot the spread of German
propaganda among Turkish people.
If the Copenhagen report should
prove true, the military situation may
be favorably affected In the interest of
the entente allies. Bulgarian resistance it was pointed out tonight, may
TW9.X
(Cvntjnued, go
ts

Influence,
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The United States

Govinferior
that
ernment, realizing
locks on the powder rooms of
its battleships would imperil
the lives of thousands, elimi- Tates this inside danger by
using Yale Locksextensively
throughout its entire navy.
Are the locks of your home
f a Icind that actually elimi- -,
natc danger to life and property ?
The Government has decided which lock is the best
for itself and for you.
We tarry Yale Locks.
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STIFFENED FRONT OF
TEUTONS BENT BACK BY
ALLIES' TERRIFIC BLOWS

Ml

m.
Roissons eastward

alon.f; the Aisnp to

the Vee river and thence southeast
ward to Kheims.

jai

Britlhh

ii
if

lura.ss Kncuiy.

.

British troopn on various sc. lorn In
Prance and Flanders continue their
haraSHfng tactics aealnst tho ilerinan
Tront. Near Morlancouit In
the
Amiens sector the Australians have
d
of
lines
several
taken
trenches,
a fairly large number of prisoners and Inflicted heavy losses on
the enemy during counter-attackNear Gavrello, which lies northeast
of Arras, Canadian contingents likewise have carried out a successful
and taken prisoners.
Unofficial advices are to the effect
has arisen between
discord
that
and Turkey and that relations
between the two countries have been
severed. While there Is no confirma-tls- n
of the report, rumors have been
current for some time that had feeling existed between Turkey, on the
one side, and Bulgaria and tcrinany
on the other, owing to the. cession of
the Dobrudja region of Rumania to
' Bulgaria.
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What U. S. Is Doing
at. Home to Combat

UTIUi
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MOftMlNa

JURNAL drBCir.fc lkabko wihki

New Tork, July 29. P.runo Oppcr-rnaa German, was arrested on his
Jurm near Engllshtown. N. J., anil
brought ,here today by agents of the
department of justice as a dangerous
A wireless outfit and
enemy alien.
a high flap pole, which could have
been used far aerials, were aald to
have been found on the place.
were operating off
When
the New Jersey coast tho authorities
made an effort to locate a wireless
plant believed to be In communication with the submarines,
upper-man'- s
farm, where the owner lived
alone, is in the pine belt and Is well
secluded.
ts
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Tho army
Washington, July
casualty list issued today shown:
or wounds
17:
d.cd
Killed in action
17; died of disease I: died of accident and other causes 11; woiined
Meeting to Be Hold in Colo- severely
!'!; wounded, degree underado in September Has termined 7; niirsing "; total 199.
Tho list:
Stimulation of Production
K:llcd In Action.
Hamilton A. Smith, Fort
Colonel
for War As Aim,
Colonel
Sam Houston;
Lieutenant
Clark K. Elliott, Springfield, Mass.;
Captains A ford li. Ilamel, Atlantic
MOftNIN
(
JCMKNAL SPICIAL LSA.IO WIM1
James II. Holmes, i loiulerson-vil!New York. July 29. Some 7,000 City; N. ('.; Julius A. .Moo 1, Jr.,
of
tho
members
mining engineers,
S. C; Janus N. C. Richards,
American Institute of Mining EngiSewanee, Tenn.; Second Lieutenant
neers, are shoulder to shoulder in the James
C. Loder, Wilmington, N. C;
endeavor both to stimulate war minAnderson, Chicago,
eral production and to convert min- 'Sergeant f)sknr
la.;
erals to the highest possible service in Sergeant. 11. Starkey, Hustleton, 1'otts-villItriggman,
the war. In an effort to increase the Corporals John
J.
Kdward
I'arrell, Jr.,
Pa.;
scope of this war service, the American Institute of Mining Engineers will Mount Vernon, X. V.: .Karl C. X'iolet,
meet in Colorado during the week of Moihence. ills.; Mechanic Carl A. J.
September 2 to take up vital problems Carlson, Fa Ikoping, Sweden; Privates
of Immediate Importance.
Slartln Honnink, Haltituore; Uren C.
from every sec- Herlin, Knox, Pa.; Clarence K. Boyd,
Mining engineers
tion of the rountry will attend. Dur-tn- g Marlenville,
I'a.; N'icolo liralanta,
the meeting, trips are to be made Shawnee-on-- l
iclaware. Pa.;: Alfred I.
from Colorado Spring to the Cripple Campbell, Spring City, Pa. Preston
Creek district, Pueblo, tho I,eadville H. Caircll, Jamestown, Pit. Karl 1).
district, and Ilouldcr. The week's ses- Chanslor, Kauris City;
Lloyd D.
sion will open in Denver on September Clegg. Jett, (Hila.; Frank It. Collins,
2 and will that evening move to ColoPhiladelphia; 'icorge H. Ciiinerford,
rado Springs, which will be the prin- Providence,
K
I.; ICdwin (!. Danficld,
for
the
duration
cipal headquarters
Howard A. Delaney,
Philadelphia
of the meeting.
N. V.; Henry W. Dcrusha,
This is the first assembly of the Nedrow,
Thomas R.
entire institute in Colorado since 1890, Newton Heights, Mat;.;
Nicholas Fuab-teland an appropriate
entertainment Kspey, Hillsdale, Md.;
Itonie, I'a.; liennio Goldman,
program, planned by the 700 ColoNew York; Joseph Hall, Mahanny
rado members, will include an
drive to tho top of Pike's penk. City, Pa.; Mathi.is J. Hester, Noith
Kveret H. Hubbard,
The sections of Colorado to be vis- Vernon,
ited are rich in many war minerals of Lie K ilb, Ills.; James It. Kirby, Clinferro alloys, ton, Mass.; William P. Kooi, Uolton,
importance, Including
Pittsradium, nioybdentte ores and pyrites. Ills.; Samuel ,1. Mei'iilloiigh,
burgh. I'a.; Kdward J- Mclntyre, Philadelphia; Andrew S. Mac Cfeads',
GOV. LINDSEY SCORES
Minersville, Pa.; John II. Miller,
bPottsville, Pa.; Klmer M. Murdock,
THOSE WHO PROFITEER
Franklin, Pa.; Kverett Jt. Mlnigan,
IN U. S. SECURITIES South Lancaster, Mass.; Charles S.
Myers, Fast Warren, It. I.; Albert N.
Pyne, Walpolc, N. 1L; Clarence C.
IIPICIAL CORRIIPONDtNCB
To MOHNINS JOUKNAL1
Kd Scott, JackSanta Fe, July 23. Gov. W. E. ititter. Macungi, i'a.;
Mattio
Vacchono,
Ala.;
Llndsey upon his return from Silver sonville,
F. AValtz,
City and Iieining today Issued the fol- Casertaa, Italy; Harry
Pa.: Kayinond W. Wealing, Clarlowing prolamatlon warning against
the activities of profiteers In Liberty endon, Pa.
Ponds:
licd of Wounds.
Lieutenant Colonel Hussel C. Hand,
"People of the state of New Mexico: information comes to me that Sioux City; Sergeants
H.
George
certain traitors and profiteers are un- Mealy, Cohassett, Mass.; Walter W.
dertaking to depreciate' temporarily
Chicago; Corporals Leonard
the market value cf Liberty Bonds. Willert,
Philadelphia; Chauncy D.
War Savings Certificates and other Langsdorff,
Walker, P.elshntown, N. Y.; Musician
government securities for the possible Alfred V. Anderson, llolyoko, Mass.;
of giving aid and
double purpose
T. Armstrong, Clinton,
comfort to our enemies and inducing Privates Kdwin A.
who
are owners of war Mass.; lialph E. Corey, Roxbury,
citizens
loyal
C.ranneman. Buffapromotion securities to part with Mass.; Arthur
them in exchange lor speculative pro- lo, N. Y.; Charles Hood, Norbeck,
Md.; Roy U Howe, Watcrbury, Conn,;.
motion stocks or bonds.
"It Is regrettable that tho state of John W. Lambert, Nownan, Ga.;
New Mexico Is without statutory au- Ilappael Paone, Mlddletown, Colin.;
thority to regulato and control t lie Clarence H. Roberts, Lowell, Mich.;
issue, sale and barter of speculative FIoit Rochowicz, Jersey City; Jerome
promotion stocks and securities a Simonson, Scranton. Pa.; Adrian L.
condition that should lie remedied at Yelle, Fltchburg, Mass.
the next coming tegular legislative
Iicd of Disease.
session.
Privates Will Anderson, Greenville,
'"Contempnraneout with the rapid S. C; (Mho V. Knighton, Sweetwater,
in the value of
and large increa:
Idaho; Woody Uoss, Iladeliffe, Texas;
livestock and other properties at tho Grant
Pnderwood, Arcadia, La.
slock
the
of
the
war,
gam
beginning
Died I'roni. Act'idcnl and (Jlilifi'I'iiiiHPN.
bier and speculator appeared among
Captain Paul L. Cocke, New York;
our people, offering the Bale of a
Warren T. llobbs, Worgreat variety of speculative stocks and Lieutenants
C.
Lovoll,
bonds of companies largely organ- cester, Miss.; Lawrence
itock-waized for tho puvpoFe of enabling the Brooklyn: Vicent 11. Manning,
F.
TipN.
David
Chauffeur
J
organizers and their agents to transfer the legitim itelv Increased wealth ton. Hiverton. Va.; Privates Thomas
of the farmer, stock grower and pro- J. Buchan, Wilson, Kans. ; Iwis H.
without adequate Ewing. Brooklandville. Md.; Harry H,
ducer generally,
and sometimes for no consideration, MeAllison, Hinsdale. Ills.; Murlo
to the possession et the trade sharper,
Boy Mont.; Thomas Nick, Akron. Ohio; Stephen Posparitzky, Despeculator and of
these conscience- troit, Mich.
"This reHour 'o
less profiteers iiaing about exhausted itself, because of the dis.vniinallon
ot knowledge among our people and GERMANY SEVERS
other causes, livy ere now proposing
WITH
to trade upon tne patriotism of those
RELATIONS
of us who have invested in Liberty
EMPIRE
OTTOMAN
Ponds and other war promotion
All owners of such securities
It's.
are hereby warned against tho opera(Continued from
trade
tions of .these
sharpers, cheats and speculators; and
prompt report of their identity and lie weakened greatly in consequence
ac
field of operation anywhere in the of the imarrcl with Germany, andmove
state of New Mexico to this office or cordingly, an easy northward
to
the
Adriatic
the
from
Aegean
to the stato council of defenso is mini
sea might be accomplished
by the
earnestly requested.
and
biiiihIi
irnoun,
Italian
French,
yours.
"Faithfully
who have been making a successful
"W. K. LINDSEY.
"Governor."
campaign in that quarter.
1
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Washington, July 20. August K.
Bach, an employe of the government
un factory here was arrested today
on a charge that he removed a blueprint of a torpedo from the Washington navy yard. Government agents
said the print was found in his home.
iBach claims to be a naturalised
American citizens.
COBB CONCEDES HE'S
BEATEN
(rv

MaaNiMa

jouhnal

BY

HUDSPETH

pbcimw

iasko

wiubi

El Paso. Tex.. Julv 2'J Z. I.. Cobb
tonight conceded the nomination of
state Senator C. B. Hudspeth
gressman for the Sixteenth Texas dis
for-ro-

trict.

i
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PUBLIC

LAND FILING
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ROSWELL DISTRICT
NOT AFFECTED BY WAR

VOLUNTARY

ltFIAL CQNRIIVONDINCI TO HCNNIN3 JOUftNAL)
Santa V. July 29. That the war Is
not affentin
public land filings ad
versely is apparent from the annual
report of the Koswell office, one of
six federal land offices In the state.
During the past fiscal year $94,219.04
were collected in fees. There were
3 82
cases pending on
suspended
June 30, of which 3,554 were entry
are still 3.787,000
Yet
there
filings.
acres of public lands in the district,
an area greater than that of tho state
of Connecticut, more than five times
the area of Khodo Island, or almost
thr-- o
times the area of the Btate of
Delaware.
Eddy county still has
acres of public lands, or more
than the entire area of the state of
Khodo Island; Chaves county har
99K,4tO acres still open to entry, this
than the area of
being also more
Rhode Island; Lea county has 296,2(10
acres. The counties only partially In
the Hoswell district have areas In the
tho district open to entry as follows:
Otero county, 678,920 acres, equal to
tho area of Rhode Island; Roosevelt,
35,120 acres; Socorro, 8S.R00 acres;
The office
Torrance, 35,7(10 acres.
has unolillcd for 169 homestead patents, the oldeBt running back to Juno
24, 187S. signed by, President Rutherford B, Hayes and made out to MaJ.
Itwrence G. Murphy of Lincoln.
,

"i

PAPERS

Santa Fe, July 29. The Tedcrnal
Ranch company of Corona, Lincoln
county, filed incorporation papers today. The capitalization is J70.000. of
which $3,000 is paid up. Tho Incorporators and directors are: E. L.
Moulton and A. W. Varney of Corona,
and John McGilvray of Lucy.
The Sunshine State Oil company of
Wichita Falls, Tex., with New Mexico
headquarters at Artesla, today filed
an amendment to Hi charter, changing its name to Sunshine State Oil
and Refining company and Increasing
Its capitalization from $100,009 to
iaoo.ofio, iba tha.iw ta
pax,

in

HEDGES TO

BE WITHDRAWN
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MORNINO

!
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Washington, July 29. Another step
toward partial resumption by the nation of Its old habit of eating, was
taken today by the food administration in releasing Urftisewtvcs from
voluntary pledges to curtail the consumption of wheat. This follows closely tho release of hotels, restaurants,
clubs and dining car service from
their pledge effective August 1.
No change has boon made, the food
administration announced In tho half
of
and half rule, and purchasing
wheat flour will bo required to continue tho purchase of an equal weight
of wheat substitutes. Bakers still are
required to make "Victory" bread,
containing at least 25 per cent wheat
substitutes. Tho new wheat crop has
made It possible for the release of
voluntary wheat saving pledges, the

administration

Bald.

YANKEES

TO DISCARD
SOMBRERO ARMY HAT

V

MONNIN

JOURNAL

PKCIAL

LIASIH WIRK1

London, July 29. Tho death knell
of the sombrero type of hat which has
been a favorite with American soldiers
in England has been sounded in
order Issued by American headquarters. Tho order states that all officers and enlisted men on duty in
England will cease to wear the service
hat after August 1, and will turn In
such hates to the. quartermaster.
The regulation headgear In the future will bo the "overseas" cap, similar to that worn by British aviators.

to Private Industo
Bo Curtailed
Will
tries
Meet Increasing Demands of
the Government.
.

I AAA.--

Piaices

'.'9.----

machinery. ,

Development

of tho shipbuilding

1st Their effect on prices;
2fid As a return to investors.

i

Swift & Company's profits are
only a fraction of a cent per
pound on all products sold, and if
eliminated entirely would have
practically no effect on prices.
Swift & Company paid 10 per
cent dividends to over 20,000 stockholders out of its 1917 profits. It also
had to build extensions and improvements out of profits; to finance

til

il

large stocks
UK

Hi

f

LUES lllf ALLIES
TALY
lV

MOHNINO

JPURNAL

P(C!AL

IfABID WINII

With the French Army in France,
July 29 (by the Associated Press.)
A decidedly
sharp attack delivered by
the alius at dawn today north of the
Ourcq river, made another deep dent
in the German line. Numerous prisoners were taken. As far as reported up
to the present, the front was pusheci
forward to the wood lying about 1,500
yards north of tho village of Grand
Rozoy, which also was taken.
The heights north of Grand Rozoy
now are in allied hands, and tha advancing- troops are aryroachlng Hie
dominating hills nuivibered i'OH and
20S, which in the distance overlook
Fismes, whero the Germans have
large concentrations' of stoics.
Further to the east, the nllied troops
have crossed the Ourcq at several
places and taken Cofheny farm, southwest of Saponay.
Th" artillery is replying only feebly
to the, allied uttucks.

I

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Local Branch,

i10

JAPAN

PRAISE

OF

YANKEE SOLD ERS
HIT

goods made

Is it fair to call this profiteering?

I

MADE III GERMAN

of.- -

necessary by unprecedented requirements of the United States
and Allied Governments; and to
provide protection against the day
of declining markets.

i

ANOTHER DENT IS

i

effect on prices.

In-

continued, has created a demand for
plate steel which has exceeded the
capacity of all the plants equipped
for this type of work. Steel for munitions and for other war supplies
also has been required by the government In greater quantities than the
manufacturers have been able to meet.
To Distribute Available Supply.
obviously, the administrator said,
steel has been available for Industries
not essential In the prosecution of tho
war but the allowances to these concerns, ho declared, will grow less and
less as equipment is Installed in the
"more essential" industries.
Mr. Replogle
announced that In
conference at Washington tomorrow
with representatives of the war Industries board and tho emergency
fleet corporation, distribution will be
made of the available supply of steel
to the various shipyards and other war
plants, together with allotments to
private Industry.
Charles M. Schwab was enthusiastic
over the future of American
ship
building when he came out of the
conference with the steel men. Ho
said there was "no reason for unusual
alarm" in regard to tho supply of
manufactured materials for steel
ships.
"Steel In largo quantities is avail"Tho only
able," said Mr. Schwab.
question Is its distrilut Ion and that
Mr.
will be taken eato of by
Replogle
and his conferees."

I

When profits are small as compared with sales, they have little

!l

dustry far beyond the most sanguine
estimates of a year ago, Mr. Replogle

MORNIN9 JOURNAL .RICIAL

LVAAEP

WIRI)

'ishlngton, July 29. .Messages
cong ratiilatiiiiiH on tho success of
Ann rican forces fighting on the
sons
front were received
day ut tho stato department from

14-1-

6

E. Grand Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

3,651,000 BUSHELS

measured by him who knows as your
excellency knows, the deep friendship
of the Italian nation unreservedly has atfor this great republic.
the tained
"For these successes that the valor
of the American soldier will
and
faith
torenew on tho common fields of butthe tle, the government of kins has en

Men in Training Cauips, in Cantonment", in tho
Army anil Navy snflur from hliter and nro
pot on their feet. Kvory "Comfort KU"hraild
contain onoorrmire boxe.of Allen's l''oot Kane,
the antlKeptic powder to shake into the shoes.
II freshens the tired, achini;, smarting feet and
heals hllaters and sore spots. The 1'lRttnl.iirg
Camp Manual advisee men In trainine to make
Sold everywhere, 26c
daily use of Foot-K&- ae.

Sois--niiei-

OF

CORN, IT IS ESTIMATED
(SPECIAL CORNS!,

NMM6I

TO MORMtNO

JOURNAL',

United
Santa Fe, July 29. The
States Crop Reporter for July to hand
today indicates a corn crop of 3,651,-00- 0
bushels for New Mexico, 1,6911,000
bushels of winter wheat and 1,517,000
bushels of summer wheat, 1,386,000
bushels of oats, 392,000 bushels of
nartey, 979.000 bushels ol potatoes,
282.009 bushels of sweet
potatoes,
4,776.1100 bushels of kafir corn, 1,584,-90- 0
bushels of beans. 613.000 tons of
hay, 3,ono gallons of sorghum syrup,
937,000
bushels. Of apples, 73,000
bushels of peaches. 65,000 bushels of
pears. Tho condition of all crops in
New Mexico is given at 92.1 per cent,
tho drouth having cut down the per- Dakota
South
centage perceptibly.
leans with a percentage ot jis.z. tub
United
entire
for
percentage
the
States is 10.6, the lowest is Montana,

"7

s
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At SAN DOMINGO PUEBLO
AUGUST 3 and 4, 1918

SAME TIME AND PLACE OF THE

FAR-FAME- D

Santo Domingo Corn Dance

ADMISSION $1.00

delicately

clear,

kl nearly whlrrnmnkiln.BrinittlNickthf
ai
H)inaottiappearanaotyouin.neMiii
Instant and Improvement coiutaiiL H
S are

5

,

GOOD MUSIC
GOOD FLOOR
Lunch will be served
Also Refreshments
,
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Rendm to the sktn

Gouraud's

Oriental Cream!

"J Send ikk ft Trial Sfl .,' O II
Yorklk
FESn. T. wnmnva A?V-rr-SON.New
"

13

TO

Japanese and Italian governments, trusted to mo the very gratifying task
through Ambassadors Ishil and Do of expressing to the government of tho
Celliere. The Japanese note said:
United States their warmest
"I have just got telegraphic Instructions from Huron Goto to convey to
Itcsidcs the rcprulor Swastika wo
you his most sincero congratulations
Slalo is picked by
for the splendid feat of the American luivo Hugarilc.
hand. It will not sliu k in the bin. It
army, on tlio western front."
Is
The Italian message reads:
hard and hot. (illlSON-FA"Tho important and glorious suc- IX.MIiKK COMPANY. I'lionc S3:t.
cesses that the American 'forces have
won in the recent battle fought on
tho French front have produced 'in ItNAPOLEON ONCE SAID
aly, together with a keen feeling of admiration and joy whlvh can only be "A Foomore Army la An Army Half DefaMed."

NEW MEXICO TO RAISE

U;.

sour Stomncti ana Belching.
"When I began taking Chamber.
Iain's Tablets three years ago I was
troubled most of the time with belchI also had
ing and sour stomach.
headache
and constipation.
This
remedy was uat what my system
needed. It strengthened my digestion
and restored me to my former good
health." ' write
Mrs, A. P. Smith,

sincl

Profits may be considered from
two angles:

."V MOttN.N jfH.IINMa. l.VCL
mils of
New York, Julv
government and n:ate war .industries for steel have reached ;uch Imiko
proportions with repeat'"! c'.panslon
of tho nation's military program that
"h.-- s
issclilial
tho allotments to
manufacturers must be continually
steel
fedcrcl
reduced, J. L, Replogla
administrator announced hero today.
Mr. Rplogle after conferring with
Chairman Schwab, director general
of the emergen! y fleet corporation,
Edward N. Hurley, cha'inian or the
Tinned Stato shipping board, J. A.
Bonner, representing the American
Iron and steel Institute, and heads of
the cri'i try's lending steel firms, declared thero was no cause for alarm
over tho Eteel situation us it affects
ship building, munitions making and
other activities vilwl to the. war.
Mr. Kepnlgle said that the greatest
dii'liculty tho government faces is not
a shortage of steel, in general, but
irnbility of mills, owin'; 'to limited
equipment, to turn out tho varieties
ot the product in greatest demand in
sufficient quantities. This condition
is being met as rapidly as possible he
asserted, by turning out the required

fiood wheat bran. Clean iuhI fresli.
West Lead
Miotic 10.

K. W.

avenue.

roots

Allotments

-
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Locks and Hardware
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Hardware,
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Committee:
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AlEuquerque Morning Journal. Tuesday. July 30, 1S1&
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ML'Ja tiU PONT

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

jMja)

ENEM

YANKS MOH E THAN

SBEhMG

S LOWLY

NORTH OF

Just Think What 22,022 Miles

01

HOLD THEIR

PRESSED

OUT OF SALIENT

ilSTTEUTOIS

Without Stopping Means !

man

Flower of Crown Prince's Armv
Unable to Outfight Ameri- cans; bergy Changes Hands
Exoerts
Six Times During the Day,

Washington Military

Believe Germans Will Retrea
to Vesle River Before Making Another Stand.

New Homes for Old

mi

"0l

JOLAX.L

Fir.lAl LIA1IO

"More Miles per Gallon "

,,,

That's what you and your neighbors
a good paiuting.

you have giveu the place

will say after

3

uncials

Here Are Elated .at
Fine Showing Being Made
By Americans Against Crack
Iroops of Kaiser,

makes
houses new and attractive. It keeps
them new, adds to their life, by preventing decay and
deterioration.
old-looki-

n
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And you must know that an aviation motor represents the highest development of gasoline engine
building.

Maxwell
Motor
Cars

With the Anieri. ;in A, iv on ibe
e
Front. Julv :"j (oy tho
Associated
Press i. The American
troops tonight sull held the apex of
their advance, won amer :i struggle
with the Germans in which the .,n.
posing lines mowvl forward and backward time and ugain. Surgv, on the
north bank of uu. i.inrcu. chiinsimt
hands six times.
The crown prince ot (lrmmv nmi
his generals paid the Americans a
great compliment i
,,,,
il,i1!intagainst them two of their best divis
ions, mo roiirili guards an.l nv,..-ians. They had J,een heiH t
presumably for the operation.
had been delayed and reached .They
thn
army i north of the Alarm. atu,-,lnight. They iiu.wmI through the retreating mail! body oslelMav
came into the action early todav. ml
They
r
u.d not replace uu
in
troops already
the line, but served as reinforcements.
Main Hotly Stands Firm.
The firs! efforts of the u,e.e,iu
.,.i
Bavarians were partly siiccessf,,, ,,,,,i
the Americans were forced to withdraw from Scrgy and u few otmjr
positions, including the town of Ser.
Hot
u,e .:..,.
could not force the main bodv across
river.
the
The stream is narrow uml
bhallow and some dmachments
times were driven back lo,, ..i,. at
.'.
there remained enough An,..,.,
the north bank to c;irei( ih., , L
rushes, and in every instance
Americans returned to the fruv the
i,i.
great spirit. It was a veteran Aiueii- u, vision ann today's opposition to
Kulns.
ib1lev,nsla"1,t ''';"
It
confidence of the m
that it was more than eiiual to any-iff
thing the crown prince had to offer
were 1,01 ""'"-"with ,?eVy,"?
Btubborn resistance which
Aisne-Marn-

FOCH TRYING TO FORCE
WEDGE INTO HUN LINES

You have read of course, that the "life" of the best
aviation motor is ISO flying hours.

"More Miles on Tires"

--

"Looks like a new Louse!"

THREE

itt

a

Must be

to withstand such strains for so longfor when you consider all the conditions, that
150 flying hours constitutes a terrific feat of

endurance.

Figured in miles

at the rate of speed our own Lib- -'
erty motor has shown 144 miles per hour it is
21,600 miles.

Car

.

Koaditar

t 823

And in order to sustain its load in the air that
Kiotor is working to capacity all the time.

US

with
To

.

Roadater, with
Top

(10

Paaa. Sedan 117
Washington, July 2!. French and
127
Town Car
American troops still were pressing
IIARRISONS paints endure because they are the
forward vigorously today the camUprfMt.o.a, Mnn,
best that science and skill have develojwd after a century's
Wlrv whtla nfolar Kiptu,u4
successful experience.
paign that had up to this time suc,la jtaUa m4 tvwa Oaa
This is the paint that dii Pont
in
ceeded
the
from
ejecting
enemy
bought, because it best represents American industry in
e
more than half of, the
established reputation, high quality and long service.
salient, plated announcement from
Ask our local agency to assist you in the artistic and
Merlin that further withdrawal had
been in progrss since last Friday night
practical painting of your home. He will gladly show you
color combinations and furnish an es Li mute on your
left it greatly in doubt as to where
the German high command plans to
requirements.
make a stand. The majority opinion
FOR SALE BY
among officers here, however, was
that a strong line could not bo set
up short of t Ik; Vesle river and that
even there the Franco-Britispositions about Kheims would keep the
German left flank in constant danger.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
There was a strong feeling that the
eventful line resulting from General
Thone 878.
220 North Second.
ft'ochte TjoUI counter Iblos ;woulil
be along the heights of the Aisne.
Mate Distributor
Itolreut Not Completed.
Corner Fifth mid
As the line stood, according to the
jn,,
last available rcpgttg tonight, it ap
mBKamimmaTiTrr i
x. .m.
i.Rryrj:HyrK,
certain
that the evacuation
peared
announced by the enemy had not been
The
salient has been re- has characterized their fighting o
completed.
duced until it no longer has anything mutV lately. Artillery
of the old wedge-shapThe apex the machine guns and supplemented
infantry, lui
has been driven in so that an irreg the trained guard and Bavarians
beular line roughly paralleling the
gan their work ln a manner
reflecting
bane has been created. their confidence.The most bitter fighting recently
Varies Tactics Kmploved.
AT THE THE.VTKIIS TODAY.
Harlan is permitted to serve Pncle reported is along the center of the irIn the
in position
I
Theater scssue Hayakawa, Sam on the screen instead of in tho regular line that now forms the front both sidesrepeated changes
employed all the tactics
me Japanese star, will appear as the trenches.
between
th enemy flank positions. of modern warfare. After
-In connection with the above there
n
principal actor in Hidden Pearls;
forces were fightPreparation direct advancesartillery
some'
also a reel of "Current Events See will be shown a sood comedy reel.
ing fiercely iwtli enemy reur guards timeg were made; at other times entne World."
here at last accounts, and a crack velop ng movements were
tried.
With
AT THE PASTIME.
division of Prussian guards had been the American troops were
Crystal Opera House Dark.
a few
The Infinite variety of Mae Marsh hurled against the American
l'rench
i..yne j iienicr (.'armel Meyers ap
positions
light armored motor cars
pears as tne leading star in "The Mar- - has often been commented upon. Th In a counter attack to check their which did brilliant
work In rush g
the lines, at times their
riage Lie," a Bluebird photoplay of appealing Goldwyn star delights
progress.
guns rep!y.
five reels; also a good comedy of one greeting her admirers as a different
1'ocli Forcing in a Wedge.
ng
.
or
polntblankVto
those,
girl in her successive photoplays. Thi
reei.
This suggested to observers here mans.
fustime Theater Mao Marsh, pop- is simply Dome out in her newest that General Koch was seeking to
Scores of timea Mm ,, i,..,., .. ,
"All Woman,' force a
ular with Albunueroue theater-Kne- r
Goldwyn production,
wedge Into the very center clad
" "if ill wip n rpn u yf u
mil-.appears a the star in "All Woman;" which comes to the Pastime theate of the enemy's
retreating line, plan- riv , uZT "n ,on,,he Hl0!,t's "c th"
for two days, today and tomorrow
a mo a Keystone comedy of two
reels, In
to
take
the
flank
strong
positions
this vehicle Miss Marsh appears in ning
encouni iove t'harles Albert."
?
a part stronger than is usually assocl in the rear and force an even more ters, flic bayonet was used,
'"el",
withdrawal.
were
There
ated with her delicate, elusive person precipitate
AT THE "P.."
that a definite minor pocket
When the steamer Matsonia
left amy. hhe is Susan Sweeney, a New signs
was
port in California for the Hawaiian York factory girl, who inherits a hotel whichbeing created by this thrust
promised to crumple up the
islands recently, it carried with It in an Adirondack town.
German position west of
tempted 11 to rush thVir antago
She is urged ly Austin Strong,
Sessne Hayakawa. Paramount'
fa''auk of the. stream. The.e
At the same time hammer
mous Japanese star, and his company young lawyer and politician of the
Wht'n ,he
town, to abandon it and h content blows against enemy potations south muddied stream
under the direction of George H.
... and
.. .
irnv..- o,.i,i.. U1
at work on 'Hidden Pearls." with the menger profits. This Susan of Soissons indicated the beginning confli,.!
of
u
do.
The picture was filmed amid tropic will not
There tire many children
pincer movement there as well.
Wounded Men Di ny, .
.VmciicuiiH
Are Praised.
surroundings. Property and equip- in the neighborhood,
ignorant and
Thcro
ment for 150 people were taken along, neglected, and the girl determines to
ninny oeaths Hs n re- Offieluls are elated ,at the fine
V"1
beina
but for the minor roles the services of stay and "mother' them and rehabili ;showing which is being unade by drowned. slightly wounded
native actors were used. "Hidden tate the place.
American troops.
The report that
8 U,,te in
Wf
,he
"ernoon
Pearls" was written by Peulah Marie
when
Ftrong's sister and her fiance elope the Prussian guard division had met
the sixth time w
m
Pix, and boasts a splendid cast, in- and seek lodging for the night in a stone wall defense that gave not frersy
the Am"ien. M the ,um
?fmi0.1
besides
the
cluding',
star, Margaret Susan's hotel, intending to he married an inch to tne assault of these pick......... ,. .eporieu mat
Looniis. Florence
Vidor, Theodore no;t day. Susan urges them lo re ed troops, added to that
feeling.
hy Americans knda
Roberts and Jack Holt. It is to he consider and they do return home
secretary Baker, however. Indu .n,l
retaken.
shown at the "U" theater today and though not before they have regis that
tho war department .has no false
mer parts or the lonir line
tomorrow. Besides the above there tered as man and wife.
conception of the Importance of pres
,T,'SOiT?a e aroum' to Ithcims ca nie
will be shown a reel of "Current
A political rival of
Strong schemes ent,
u"le1 I,neH everywhere
V
encouraging as thev Ln";
Events See the World."
to use this damaging evidence, but are. victories,
iB
a'
It
fully realized that the war
",in,a
before ne can put it into effect nick, io
Ori
the
American
AT THE I.YIIIC.
the fiance, tries to huv him off. There ted jusl Beginning, so far as th Cnl. cavalry support of right the Irilliant
Is
the
Slates
The screen life of Kenneth Hnrion Is a
concerned, and that no
fight and the guilty man is euori must be
'
seems to be protected by some potent killed.big Susan
spared to speed up
shields Dick ami aids war
Not
more
six
than
months ago him to escape at midnight. When
spell.
preparations.
was
Today
clear but with llubi
'The progress of the allied rmi,. clouds.
Kenneth was placed in" the draft and confronted by Strong she declares
There was nttle win and the
In the Soissons-ltheim- s
was given a seat way up in front in she harbored
Dick because
salient
is con
she
vr
Section A, Xo. 1. It was while he was loves him. Evidence is found which tinuing, Secretary Baker said torinv.
t,T1nrna",y,WaS ldtal
v
t00k f""
e
supporting Mue Murray under Kobert points to Susan ns the murderer and "Substantial gains were made on both "ge of this:"h
Leonard's direction. Leonard hurried the net closes around the Innocent Saturday and Sunday.
f nueTheoversupremacy of Alhuquer- heavy guns of the allies, Ignor-n- g
all other cities
that production as he has hurried no girl.
the
Must JtciScwhlo Our Effort.
to a great extent
state has been established of
tho engagement.
other since he began to direct picliv the
is
In progress almost
'It
this
At
nDick
fortunate
sisand
our
are
point
Strong's
people
tures. It was a race to beat the draft ter come
postal
under
m
of
the
employes
their
United
forward and confess. The cepting this success with a true meas- - zles roared with redoubled
States government. Or
Leonard won. And then nothing hapIs
fury
the day, their
townspeople are acquainted with the uie or its signiticance. It is. of course
its supremaey and the rather - 4
f
falhnpened. They did not need Harlan facts
charges
acquainta
and
elect
He
'P
cause
Strong.
anee of the entire country
for congratulation and rejoic
pleads for
with
right away. He was cast for "The Susan's forgiveness
and 'she, loving es, oui woum uy no means iustifv serves and the long
II. irMiuuiisnen
Wine Girl" In support of Cnrmcl Mytransports on the
by their actions.
ers. Again there was the danger that him from the first, can deny him any relaxation of our effort, it means road. The allied aircraft
Hegardless of this, hnwai-oit
ed in harassing th
Is the best known
nothing.
we
that
must
he would be called. More hurry.
redouble our effort."
city of the'en- v There will be shownHn connection
v me Biuie.
When the picture was finished it
Support of this view, there nr indi
Yesterdav A rt
was announced that Harlan was called. with the above, a Keystone comedy, cations that Mr. Baker will disci,- -.
"
;
Ki"pioye
of the Associated Press,
Came a flood of mingled sympathy entitled, "I Love Charles Albert."
with chairmen of tho house and ann
p"lor t" employe
anfh8' but ,he
.he"
of
received
from a state In the ex- and admiration from a host of female
ate military committees probably this
was marked
inLa, ,8
treme eastern part of the United
admirers. Kenneth was ready and willins
v Statts, a letter which bore
eniurgeu army project, upon have
the
ing, but still the call was delayed. He TETANUS HAS BROKEN
which he has been laboring
for ,.m
n' to
following address:
South
reported to Henry McRae, manager of
"lfl
be,,re?e'ythH,tn0,ht(0,l
weeks.
Seventh
IN
OUT
GERMAN ARMY
Vniversal City, that he was still availStreet, New Mexico." 8
nf th.
Mr. Baker said toifay that his nlnnn rense is intended
There was no delay In the trans- able. So he was cast In support of
otherwise than as a
were not quite completed.
mission
of
determined
the Jotter and It was
effort
Cnrmcl Myers In her next
to
IBV MORNINa JOURNAL tPtCIAL LBAtlD
WII
picture
delivered by the railway postal
lo Lxtcihl Ago Limits.
pressure of the allied troops" great
"The Marriage Lie," which will
be
e
29. Tetanus ha
whi
Amsterdam,
July
in
The
clerks
the Germans are In
seen at the Lyric theater today.
Albuquerque. In spite of
broken out to a serious extent In the sion ofplans include Primarily
retreat, and also
the fuct that the name of the
the age limits for draft liaAnd that's not all, either. The busy German army,
city
f.
to the
according
had
been
omitted.
bility, additional apporprlations and
Mr. Harlan has been engaged to supan
In
MaeLaren
army mobilisation on an enlarged
her next picport Mary
The Netherlands Export company
ture.
to send a large consign scale. Already six new divisions have
has
Now the whole of Universal City is mentagreed
uruerea rormed in the United
rr.i
of
serum to Ger
States and others will bo crenel
anxious to know by what favoritism! many.
COL, HUGHES, DENVER
t they
may decided to turPXo u
an early date to supplement the
flow
the
higher
u Mini
MILLIONAIRE, IS DEAD
they
iniuugn me replacement div gained. Forground
the next few k?meter,
ision machinery.
the
in
advantage
the
A careful review of the
terrain i.
or aouiH jouaNAi. aramak Laaia wiaal
the Germans.
situation has been made by ProvosV
Denver, Colo.. July 29. Colonel
William E. Hughes, millionaire bankiwaisiiai rowaer as the basis nt .h
er and cattleman, died at his home
recommendations on
draft
age
here
changes Mr. Baker will make. Gen
tonight after a long Illness. Colonel
who was connected
eral browner is credited with
- with Hughes,
that
all
men between 18 and 45
Ing
Important financial Institutions
in
St.
Mo.,
Louis,
years snouid be brousrht within fh
and Dullas and Gale tne flrst warn- - veston, Tex., fame to Denver from
draft, but It appears probable that Inir
bii
Bead my guarantee! Liven your liver and bowels
ih,.t ,
St. Louis In 1900., He served
the formal plans of the war department will not go quite to that limit
me vivn war ss colonel of theduring
thir,4 and get straightened up without taking sickenteenth Oonfderate cavalry.' He was 76
in euner direction. Tho are llmlt- - as they should.
most generally set by those endeavnr.
that backaX years old.
h:..ZX?
lose a day's work!
ing calomel.
His widow and a grand-chiling to determine in advance
both
Mr, yourself
of whom are In Denver, survive.
Baker's attitude are 19 to 3G,
'
OdLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
'
r There's no, reason why a person
Calomel Is a dangerous drug. It Is
Capsules 6 INCUMBENTS WIN IN
Lowering of the draft age Is ex
hou'.d take sickening, salivating calo- mefcury and attacks
to
meet with opposition in kidney and bladder
Tak pected
bones,
your
troubles, which
mel when
congress although raising of the age
TEXAS PRIMARY RACE
few cents buys a large bot- a dose of nasty calomel
and you is
maf 1h1,he,in,,l",rect,',
said to be generally favored.
tle of Dodson's Liver Tone a perfect will feel weak, sick and today
OLD MKDAL n!a?- -,
torn'
nauseated to'Ir Capsules are
morrow. Don't lose a day's work. Take
substitute for calomel.
ia -- o.mn. jou.nm.
direct
Burns Bonis Whlto,
ae,.i ta.aia ,..,
the laboratories InImported
Dallas, Tex.. July 29. Six demospoonful of Dodson's Liver Tone inHolland.
CMtv. N. J., .lniv
Atlantic
They
'It Is a pleasant, vegetable liquid a-stead
9a
are
In
prepared
correct
and
will
cratic
wake
you
congressmen had been renomiup feeling Frankie Burns of Jersey Atv
quantity und
which will start your liver Just as
convenient form to take,
No mora biliousness, constipa- slightly the
nated on the face of the returns regreat
are
end
eight-roun- d
his
of
better
positively guaranteed to give prompt ceived tonight from Saturday's demosurely as calomel, but it doesn't make tion, sluggishness, ncadache, coated ouui witn Jaoeis white of
Chicago .
you sick and can not salivate.
cratic primary In Texas. Latest figtongue or sour stomach. Your
here tonight. While White nut
nn
thetn at any drug store, but be ures showed
Get
Children and grown folks can take says if you don't find Dodson'sdruggist
safe majorities for RepLiver
Dodson's Liver Tone, because It Is Tone acts better than horrible calomel good fight. Burns did most of the sure Jo Insist on the
OOLD
MEDAL
resentatives Kayburn, Hardy, Eagle,
leading and gained the popular decln- - brand, and take no nthor in
Perfectly harmless.
Wanton
tow money is waiting lor you.
Wilson,
and Jons, while
io. in men are bantam weights
Congressman-at-LauJeM McLemore

Now consider the performance of that Maxwell
motor which, in 44 consecutive days and nights
never stopped, and covered, with its pas- running nr
rnyri

,:,.,

Aisne-Marn-

J. KORBER & CO.

h

It

is a strange fact but true as
any metallurgist
will demonstrate for you that a motor, like a
man or an horse, will do better with a rest from
time to time.

For motors and the metals of which they are made,
are also subject to "fatigue."
So, the crucial part of that test was in its constant
running not a moment's relief allowed from the
heat to cylinders or the motion of reciprocating
'
parts.

Auto Sales
Corporation

,

mnaiimaiminmm

VZ

WW

''.

Our records show many cases where, according to
Hiuiur cars nave gOIM IW,WJ
miles oiaicyicuis,
and
wnwvia

150,000

even-200,00-

I

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

miles.

But we don't consider those cases exceptional.

e.

Any Maxwell motor car will live to do that if kept'
uncu ana given rea3onaDie care.

-

And we are frank to concede that some other
makes of cars can show similar mileages
for, as
indicated above, intermittent service with rests
between, is what the car is intended to do.

Franco-America-

tolss'r.'''
J"

Mel-for-

-

.

That is normal, service.
But to withstand the terrific fatigue involved in
that 44 consecutive days and nights
"
test; and to cover,, with four passengers, 22,022
miles; and, doing that, to average 25 miles per gallon
of gasoline too that car must be a MaxwelL

1

"non-stop-

.
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hlood-tinte-

d

d,

e
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Addressed
.Tn,. Letter
Without

lii

f''

and A. W. Gregg apparently had been
defeated for retioiniiiation.

City Name
is Delivered Here

C. A.

Collins of lleaumont was lead
ing in tne second district; C s. Uriggi
nan a ravoruble margin of more than
J.ttOO votes In the
Seventh; the elec- uon or i al ios IUic ,n the lonrteenlh
was virtually certain and in the Six- leentn .. ('. t'olib had conceded the
i,"i,,iii;uioii or c. h. lludsiieth.
VV. A. Johnson
maintained his lead
for lieutenant governor and late returns fuill to cut down the 170,000
ma.lority of Governor v. I Hobby
over former Governor
-

-.

$

.'"...

j

intn

nt"
"Jhi"
rr.ri..,; xsssz zTZa!

,i.

.

.

in.

Tele-graa-

.

anti-tetan-

nt',..W.'? TO

Ferguson.

'

Technical K. ). ror llr'tton.
Jersey City. N. J.,
29. Jack
Krltton of New York juiy
sored a technical knockout over Willie
Ityon of
New Brunswick. N. J.,.
the fourth
round of an
match here
Oonlght whei the referee
stopped the
contest to save Uynn from
further
punishment. Brltton weighed
14S
pounds and Ryan 149.
eight-roun-

m lcaiH'd, nji ii(,,t (nK
rcinocvd. ivr liumimi
imiiiids, $:t.50. K. v. YVK
1
'
216 West Liiiil avenue. llidm.
Wlillo oats

olrt and irash

212-21-

i,

pW-it

BACKACHE

hii,. .ecgtXrn?aVmVTK-

r,

Don't

KILLS!

7JVuVcZ

in.hepVan JM2

-

k..

o

uncial. coaiooiNca to moknin
jounliR.
Santa Fe, July 29. Judge John
Mi Fle arrived
today from Oaltup and
will appear
on Wednesday b?for
Governor Llndsey, together with Mrs.
Jaeco of Berkeley, Calif., to
plead
for commutation to life sentence
of
the death sentence of Mrs.
Jacoos
J'rother. A. B. Smith, sentenced to
for the killing of Sheriff
of Luna tcuntv. Smith It is
sought to show, did not havd a square
deal In his trial through failure to
save
exceptions and more forcible presentation of the fact that he was unarmed at the timo Stephens was killed. It is also uxerttfl that allenkVs
ir. California hnJ ironounced Smith
a moron, a habitual criminal, who
could no more help getting
into troj.
ble than a typhoid fever
patient ca i
prevent fever. !( is asserted that tho
hanging of Smith would not be short
of Judicial murder.
fie-line-

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

'

Trust Me! Try Dodson's Liver Tone!
Calomel Harms Liver and Bowels

d

SISTER TO PLEAD WITH
GOV. LINDSEY TO SAVE
LIFE OF HER BROTHER

F

To Colorado and Utah Points
The A T & S. F. Ry. Co. is
reduced fares for
round trip to various noinr, offering
Pe
in
mation we quote a few of these fares:
'
Albuquerque to Pueblo and return
9e 7i
'
Albuquerque to Colorado Springs and return' '
Albuquerque to Denver and return
M?44
.
Albuquerque to Glehwood Springs and return" Ml 34
Albuquerque to Grand Junction and retun
Albuquerque to Sale Lake City and return.
.
Tickets on sale daily until
30th
final limit on all tickets, October Slat???
' with tha
For official information about National
of Service. Unrted Statls
a.deVBureau
22G W. Jackson Street, Chica
,
go, 111.
'
;
;
,
For further information phone or
PHONE 204
,
,
N. F. JOHNSOnV
Santa Fe Depot
Aftot

ri,.

"Saill

fefi
'w

-J

AlHuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 30, 1918.
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OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

RED SOX BUNCH

"

XATIOXAL l.KAfil'K.

I..

XV.

Chicago
New York

HITS OFF BROWNS

.'

. .

PittsburghI

P nfin n:ii
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Boston
St. Louis
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Boston
Cleveland
Washington
New York
Chicago
St. Louis
Detroit

Sothoron Weakens in Fifth
and Demmitt Commits Costly Error; Ruth Gives Four
Hits and Nets Two Sores, Philadelphia
IBV

Boston

29.

C.l K.
W. I,.
r.7
39

l'ct.

f.2

4
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li :ga, koticii
MITII'M FOn rrttl.K'ATION.
uf trie

flre nt Santa
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yards)---Trophi-

1

Carey, cf .
Kouthworth, rf
Cutshaw, 2b
Mollwltz, lh
MeKechnle, 3b ,.
Schmidt, c
Cooper, p
,

Wasii-ingto-

n

Hannah,

c

Mogrldge,

xllvatt

1

1

SOI

0

1

1

4

p

Totals
x Batted
ninth.

for

0

1

0

0

0

0

34

2

8 24

9

0
0
0
1

In

Peeklnpaugh
AB. R. IT. PO.

Bush, ss
R. Jones, 3b
Veach, If

1

4

3

1

1

4
2

2
0
0 11

3

...

Kavanagh, lb
Harper, rf
Walker, ef
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.

.

.

.

1

-

1

.
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;
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Two-bas-
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WOULD

e

f Hudson for Signs!

LEAGUE SEASON

Wall Paper

20

Hudson for
Picture Frames

es

444)4)4V

'lik-nun-

Wallace Hesselden

1

General Contractor.

1

.

.

'!

3

C 27 12
3
27
Totals
Score by Innings:
100 00( 000
New York

100 200 00x

hit

I

"5

1

1

.

The Superior
ber & Mill Co.

i

1

1

.

.

.

LUMBER

1

1

....
....

.

free-for-a- ll

1

HELP
UNCLE
SAM

Two-bas-

4

e

ADGDST

t

3

Two-bas-

Oar-cl- a,

.

free-for-a-

3

Detroit
Summary:
Three-bas-

It. H. I.anrt Of- N. M., July 3,1 mis.
'

Tumor,

1

2

Coffey. 2b
Stanage, c
Dauss, p

is

TrniiH-Atlnnti-

mo..yt..

I

.

F'e,

Pulreclnln
glvin that
ef Mui'tut'Z, N. M.. who. on Hpt.
,
Humt-BteaIBY MORNINO
entry No.
1m12, ciade
JOURNAL RRrCIAL LIAStO WIRBJ
.
i:. Township 16-HanK"
Paris, July 29. "Airplanes, carry- for NK1-4-.V. M. P.
hut fllnil notice of
ing 100 men and equipped with envmr llornt-aieagines equal in power to those in n Final Proof,lo tomake five claim lo thu land
medium sized steamshli. will be deWilliam (!. Kenahovo itew rllii cl.
veloped within
three
sal, nedy, IT. S. CunimlMloiier, at Keboyetu, N.
Gianni Caproni, inventor years."
of th. Cap-ro3.
1918.
on
it.,
Sept.
bombing planes, in an Interview
I'liifniant naiiu-- ur wilnese:
N. M.t Antoday.
ItcyeR Mnrrpipz, of Marque
"The bombing planes now in use," tonio
of Hide, N. M. ; Marqai tu
Signor Caproni
cpntinued, "will he Romero, of San Mateo. N. M.' ; lvrinltli
mere dwarfs compared with those to Bulaiar, of Blbo, N. M.
he developed.
i
FRANCISCO DELOADO.
Them in u i,r,,,-,-

i

7.

KATIE RUHNAU.
FRANK RUHNAU,
II. A. HOOVER.
Jtnekliolcl'ers.

Marquex,

state.

4

It

6. CIPROHI

Mexico.

pos-ilbl-

PO.

1!

.
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Hans-actin-

The government needs and is asking for 25,000 young women to Join
the United States student nurse reserve and to hold themselves in readiness for service as nurses. The cpiota
for New Mexico is ninety but it is de- iBired to enroll as many as
of the eligible 'oung women or tne

LBASfD WlRRl

Pittsburgh.
Rs

IHFANGY

Nulk--

-

.

..

ITS

25,000 Young Women Asked Noted Inventor Says Planes
With a Carrying Capacity cf
to Enroll for Special Training
in Order the Professional
100 Men Will Be Developed
Within Three Years,
Nurses May Do War Work,

-

New York, July 29- .- Pittsburgh
again defeated New York here by
bunching hits In the first and eighth
innings. Score:
Kllam,

1

I

III

Notice is hereby given that an annual and special meeting of the stockholders of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
Company will be held on Monday,
August Cth, 11)18, at 10 o'clock a. m.
at the Alvarado Hotel In Albuquerque,
N. Mex., for the purposes of elec.tin
a board of directors, to take action
g
theron, properly organizing and
such other business as may law- come
This
before
the
fully
meeting.
notice is given In compliance with Sec.
937 of the Corporation Laws of New

The New Mexico Women's Council
of Defense has received trom
the following telegruphic state- stoi-4
RoKlAter.
for the Germans. Instead cf the
ment of Surgeon General Gorgas:
10
"I want every young woman in the forty and fifty machines necessary to
rrltl.ft'ATlON
NOTICK
rr,T
on a bombing expedition, it will
Of3
S.
country. Every woman between the start
be possible to do the same work with Department of the Interior, V. 1C. l.nntt
0
1018.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July
ages of 19 and 35 to read carefully a new
what 1 have to say and give it earn whole machine as powerful as the Notice l betehy given that F.atevan (!.
squadron.
1
N. M., who. on Oct. 4,
S 27
12
4
Chaves, of Pelio.-etest attention. It is a message which
Totals
c
for
No. 017:110.
Ilitthls.
1912. made Homestead.
New York.
every girl ought to welcome because
"The
new
IT. IT. , Christy
was
will
machines
the
be
Section 28, Township
much
Captain
to
AH. It. H. PO. A.
help
of
it
tells
an
opportunity
more efficacious and will
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have to be made hy wav of New York,
hits Mollwitz,
END DIG
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ing are available for this high service the Azores and Portugal.
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These nurses have to be .taken out
"The development of an aerial code
hit Mct'arty.
Stolen base Carey.
of the hospitals nnd from care of sick similar to tho maritime code will be
Sacrifice bits lligl.ee, Kllam. Double
at home, i his means that when we necessary before there can be general
play Kllam and Cutshaw. Rases on
recruit our full epiota for the army, aerial navigation. There must be in
balls off l'erritt 2. Struck out By
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Perritt 3, by Cooper 4.
must be filled, hence this call .for aerial laws and n whole volume of
for aerial transportation.
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ever held In times of peace.
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29.
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begin
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pace and the Klks' Home Miller, 7.
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Summary:
chairman has received full Incolored draftees who will leave August as, Merkle, Ragan. J. L. Smith.
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AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS
Sacri- large saving to clubs of both leagues to be noted that the ago limit is from
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three-neinort
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be
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Douglas to Merkle to Killifer; ports, appeals
AT TRAINING GAMPS
In
plan. William paced the first heat
Herzog to J. L. Smith to Konetchy. stead of Improving, despite the wat
in an easy finish. The other Bases on hulls Off Douglas 1. Struck department's reprieve to September 1 WORKERS NEED NOT
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two miles were Just a fraction
out By Douglas 5, by Ragan 2, by
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than two minutes.
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Innings
pitched By
slowed Northrup
A shower in
Sun Antonio, Tex.. July 29. Cadet
7.
Ragan
RULING
GOVERNMENT
the
track.
George U. Kellar of Peoria. 111., was
up
The 2:09 trot and 2: OR Elks' Home
Cincinnati 4.
Instantly killed and Cadet George C,
5;
Philadelphia
rain
29.- - Philadelof Arlington, Mass., seriA recent article to the press making Henderson
pace were completed after the TuesPhiladelphia,
July
over
to
inbut the 2:17 trot went
reference to the "Work or Eight" or- ously injured when their airplanes
phia defeated Cincinnati in elevenwinday intact.
der to lo put Into operation August collided today at Kelley field here.
nings. Pitcher Hogg started the
GAINS
1
Heir Reaper had to go an extra heat ning rally with a single, but was
t inn In tha fffct
rnnlolnoil i n
to defeat the 2:09 trotter.i, a bad break caught napping off second after Fitzall workers would he required tolNjO EUROPEAN NATION
that
in the stretch causing him to lose the gerald bunted safely. Bancroft walked,
register their names and occupations
third heat.
then Stock singled to left, Fitzgerald
to enable the government to draft
CAN COPE WITH U, S.
a
was
badly split
The 2:05 pace
Errors gave the Reds their
them Into occupations essential to the
scoring.
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horses
of
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three
winning
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Suffering winning of the war.
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fore Directum J. finally landed.
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Amsterdam, July 29.
Dallas Woman's Health Is tion and is absolutely erroneous.
The 8. and S. $5,000 stake for 2:12 Cincinnati ...100 100 020
Returning
the
3
220 000 000 015 15
Phila
trotters will be the feature of
Workers nrp not required to report in here from a visit to Prance, a corresRestored,
writes
Batteries: Schneider and Wlngo;
Tuesday program.
.
any community for the purpose of apondent of the Handelsbladt,udmlra-tiulong article of enthusiastic
Hogg and Adams.
registering.
American
and
for
achievement
President Wilson recently Issued a
CAMP FUNSTON TO HAVE
St. Louis 4: lirotililyn 3.
I have gained twenty-seve- n statement, centralizing the recruiting concludes:
"Honestlv,
'From America issues a forca
BOXING COLLEGE SOON
Hrooklyn. N. V., July 29. St. Louis
for my- and supplying of workers of all kinds
pounds and now I knowmedicine
took a twelve-inningame from self that
in the
for war production
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Tanlac is a real
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bunchine five
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A eight hits off Marquard In the fourth do what a few bottles have done for gust 1, no employer with war business which is developing calmly and scienCamp Funston, Kans., July 29.
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singles
and
innings.
me," said Mrs. J. L. Harmon, who re- who has a force of more' than 100 tifically.
boxing college Is to be conducted here with throws by Doolund and Z. Wheat sides
"The German i f oplo are told th.-iat 21 OS Jullett street. Dallas, workers will bo permitted to recruit
boxing director, gave the three runs In the fourth.
by the new cant)
will te aide to conjure
Mrs. Harmon has common labor and ull such employ- the
recently".
Tommy Ryan, well known pugilist. Hrooklyn bunched five hits off Pack- Texas,
in Dallas for many years and Is ers will be required to use the federal the American danger but the German
Tommy will at once take on a class of ard In the second, but got only two lived esteemed
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employment service.
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with the Jack Rabbits and Eagles. but fell off until I weighed
waf.
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Tho Dogs and Rabbits played to a one hundred and thirty-eigHEAD
OF
1
close score until the last few innings, IT such a bad fix that I thought
never would get well. Many times 1
when the Dogs got the lead.
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The f'amniies, in a style true to their just felt like giving HP completely.
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Work in
First and Eighth Sessions
Leaves Opponents Guessing;
Score is Four to Two,

.41

tt. Louis, Mo., July
OPENS AT KANSAS
bunched three of its seven hitH tiff
aidARMY CANTONMENT
Sothoron In the fifth Inning and
ed by Demmitt's error won from St
.my MOMMNU
JOURNAL
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Louis. Huth gave four hits, three of
W!
Camp Kuiistim, Kans., July 21,
which came in the sixth and netted
the
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round
of the
Today
opens
the locals their two runs. Score:
Kansas slate patriotic shoot nt Army
Huston.
City, tinliiy being the Ited Cross event
at the traps. .Mure than 2(10 men :ire
ab. r..n. po. a.
participating in li"the shoot which is
Hooper, rf .
the gr.i-- cv-'the week in camp.
4
.
Cochran, 3b
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a
Many .1 ihe
Ktrunk, cf , .
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Huth, p . . .
i:,
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shoo:, and
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an
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are a
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0
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:j
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the stale Kvents for both professional
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Mayer, c ...
program. The three day shoot ends
27
t omul row.
The winner of the shoot
Totnlg
will represent
Kansas in the Grand
St. I ,()U is.
Handicap
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AB. R. H. PO. A. E. American
be held at the South
to
0 tournament,
Tobin, If
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cago.
Sisler, lb .
Today's 1'roxrain.
Demmitt, rf
The I'.ed Cross event U ti yards)
u
101) targets.
twenties,
Smith, cf . . .
u
on each twenty tarHendryx, cf
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Gedeon, 2b .
0
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purse. The trophy
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Austin, 83 . .
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0
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Kan for Hendryx in nuim.
Tomorrow's Program.
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2
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fly
The Interstate
Stalcf. Double plays "robin and the optional purses.
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and third
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first,
Struck out Ruth :i; Sothoro,n 1. trophiesin to
this event. The winner or
places
Sothoron 8.
Innings pitched
runner up will be given $50. provided
he attends Vhe Grand American hant.Kional
Detroit 3; New York 2.
dicap and competes in th
Detroit, Mich., July 29. A single amateur championship event.
The Interstate Trapshooting assohy Coffey and triples by Dauss and
(11 to .3
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Fi.c. twenties
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'"w York.
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Commander of Cruiser
Sunk Off Long Island ST0DEI1 T

PIRATES DEFEAT

1
2
3

Pratt.

e
hits Dauss, Bush. Sacrifice hit R. Jones Sacrifice fly HarDouble
per.
plays Peeklnpaugh,
Pratt and Pipp (2). Bases on balls
Mogrldge 4: Dauss 1. Struck out
Dauss 1; Mogrldge 1, Wild pitch
Mogrldge.

4

1S.J.L'.

Y

DARIN

By Getting

27 POUNDS

fni-m-

af-fe-

Chicago i; Washington 0.
Chicago, July 29. Wilbur Good's
timely single which followed Schalk's
over
double gave Chicago victory
Washington in the thirteenth Inning.
Harper, who went eleven innings for
Washington, permitted only two hits,
but gave way to Walter Johnson as
a pinch hitter.
R. II. K.
Score:
8
0
Wash'ton .000 000 000 000
Chicago .. .000 000 000 000 t 1 6 0
Batteries: Harper, Johnson and
Piclnlch, Ainsmlth; Benz and Schalk.

00

Philadelphia-Clevelan-

poned; rain.

d

game post- -

Ptarrlwiea Quirk)) Cured.
"I have been In the practice of
medicine for forty years." writes Dr.
D. A. Post. Barnwell. S. C. "I came
to this place last March, having purchased a plantation ten miles from
here, am preparing to move onto it
and shall practice there. I find diarrhoea prevalent. In fact became affected myself, saw a notice of Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy,
bniigh,t a small bottle snd it Is good."
MicTOznnc la the drinking 'water ol
fowls will coitco! Iiowel troubles. K.
W. FEK.

004

n

w. s. s.
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For Gold and Silver
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War Savings

is

You Need not
Suffer from Catarrh
But You Must Drive It Out of
Your Blood to Get Rid of It

Permanently.
You have probably been In the habit

of applying external treatments, tryYou have
ing to cur your Catarrh.
used sprays, washes and lotions and
relieved.
been
temporarily
possibly
But after a short time you had
attack and wondered why. You
must realize that catarrh Is an Infection of the blood and to get permanent
relief the catarrh Infection must be
driven out of the blood. The quicker
you com to understand this, the
quicker you wilt get It out,, of your
ystem. 'fj. S. 8., which baasbeen to
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Thrift Stamps
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LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Albuquerque Lumber Company
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday. July 30, 1918.
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S
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Among the Things Doomed
as Result of War is Congestion in
Living Quarters
Among the Working People.

lrciA

MONtxa JOURNAL tUCIAt. Ll.lIO

Y

N'cvsvtpcr FiUcrprlse Wn.)
More than men
London., July (in
are being killed In this war. Tradition
is g.tting knoik d sideways and old
practices are
skewered. What
(V.y

Madame Sartoris
wife of
Madame Fetine
United States In her patriotic work
has just returned from France to take
charge of the raising of a fund to rebuild schools, churches and farms of
northern France after the war. Madame S:irtoris will make a tour
of the United States in her patriotic
work and all contributions will be
held i.ntll peace is declared. It Is
Intended to replace as near as possible the famous churches that have
been (icsiroyed.
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GHATEAUTHIERRY
IS DESPOILED
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VANDALS
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July 29. Kvidoiiee accumulates that dining their brief stay in
the Manie salient the (Jermans have
IiOiidon,

been indulging In wholesale nets of
vandalism. In a message sent from

French headquarters, Reuters' correspondent gives details of their conduct
while

Thierry.

in

possession

of

Chateau

.

used to be is, no more.
Among the things doomed in congestion in living (imirleis where woik-n- g
people have their homes. So says
England, and the first evidences are
in sight today.
England is short of homes for working people. When the war tame the
building trades quit building and went
to destroying Huns.
Great Rritain needs thousands of
homes for working people, anil plans
to build 300.000 of them after the
war. It cannot be done now.
0vcrnmcitt to pay.
A government
program for
has been drafted. Local governments will
with the empire In the biggest
job.
The government of the empire plans
to stand the major part of the difference in cost over
r
times, recognising that working people are not
to
be
likely
willing or able to stand
It In the form of rent.
What seems likely now is that local
governments will build the homes,
the national government guaranteeing
them against 75 per cent of the loss
duo to rising building costs, and perhaps more if found necessary. This
plan also will guarantee locaV govern
ments agninut loss in the event that
building values so down after conditions are fully readjusted to the new
peace basis. As one government authority sums it up:
"A soldier who went to the war
from Rome drab collage In a smoky
Industrial town wii: live to see his
family housed in a pretty cottage with
light and airy rooms, a garden and
playground for his children n home
pleasanter and more healthy In every
way than the old home he left."
No Rent Profiteer!
And there will he no rent profiteer
to gouge the pennies out of his pocket
to satisfy private greed.
See some of these new government-buil- t
houses at a big inanufacturinR
center. They are beauties! And already it is evident that they are inspiring in the working people a demand
for clean, bright, airy homes totally
unlike the congested, smoky habitations that the government itself now
condemns as totally out of harmony
with the necessities of the nge nnd
the Just due of the productive toller.
Here Is what each new home will
have as a minimum, according to the
pli.ns as they are today:
I'arlor, kitchen, pantry, scullery,
bath, two, three or four bedrooms, water, gas and electricity
with a garden
for every home!
And no rent profiteer!
home-buildin-

home-buildin- g

g,

Wc

surgeons operate on men

pre-wa-

thousand wounded
In
in Roumania, in Russia, in struggling for litis broader, bigger
EIGHTEEN her hands in four days! Italy Serbia,
wherever the distress is greutest, ice to mankind.

operations and not a
patient lost!
Hats off to this little w isp of a French
woman, charmin; and dainty with such
bright curling hair escaping from under
her surgeon's cap!
For seventeen months her hospital at
Verdun was under fire. For six weeks she
worked without once taking her clothing off. And when a piece of shell struck
her face, she had only time to stanch the
flow of Hood with her handkerchief.
A woman surgeon for the French Army!
No wonder the
f
threw
up his hands in dismay when little Dr.
Nicole Gerard. Mangin reported at the
Vobges front with her surgeon's kit and
her Government's command.
And yet, there at his feet were a
d
wounded soldiers t-- and only five
doctors. So the brave little doctor was
allowed to take her hat off and
put her
swift, skilful hands to the grim task of
saving men's lives.
nwJecin-en-che-

there the woman doctors arrive.
Ten hospitals in Europe are staffed

enhos-

tirely by women. Seven great London
pitals have women resident physicians in
charge. Endel Street Hospital, the great
London war hospital,! staffed entirely by
women. Our own American lied Cross
has been asked by both France and Serbia
for hospitals staffed entirely by women.
Indeed, the word goes round among
the soldiers that "the place to get to
when you are wounded is the Women's

Hospital."
To men this is a revelation. They
"never knew women were like that.
But women knew it. Through the centuries, they have beeu reaching out,

thou-san-

serv-

One magazine has been awake to
this uuakening of women
When Pictorial Review sent a woman
ubroad to record for its readers the
changes that were being wrought in woman's life, they knew that this wus the
biggest tiling they could tell to the vigorous, alert type of women Viho read
their magazine.
This stirring story of the call for
women in practically every profession,
and their instant amazing response, ap- Review months ago.
Jieared in Pictorial
only an instance of the kind of
articles that have made Pictorial Review
known among women as "the magazine
of women's wider interests."
Years ago Pictorial Review set out to
edit a magazine that would interest the
type of women who were not being
reached by the conventional "women's
imigazitics." It was to support, to stimulate, even to lead this type of women.
The welcome this magazine received
from American women is itself a record
of the void there was

The Germans had been in the town
for some time. When they found they
would have to give It up, they determined to take the only vengeance in
their power. The injuries which have
been Inflicted on the town are such
It is happening on every battle front
as could not be the result of shelling,
the correspondent points out, as those
Just listen to the record of w hat women
houses which suffered most were enbefore.
Burgeons are doing on every battle front !
tirely undamaged by shell, shrapnel
or bullet.
i
"These houses," ho says, "were
the walls
furnished,
magnificently
hung with tapestries and admirable
In France, for the 6 rat lime In hUtory, a womao't voire baa been
pictures.
beard to plead before a milttiirf court. SiiMiina irriuuera trench
woman lawyer, addressing aevon Judar of military rua Lefora
"Today there Is nothing that has not
the Ctiuvelf da la t.uerrc, la avutbuliral of the wide uucuiog to
been destroyed. The tapestries have
WaHvii of the f gal iwfeialu ia every country
been hacked to pieces. The pictures
OF
slit from corner l corner. The leather and othei chair coverings have
been ripped and all the Irreplaeable
exampbs of craftsmanship of past cenHow
lias
Review's
pace
turies have been smashed. There is
not a mirror whic hhas not been
with
.
broken and the glass and china flung
at them lie in fragments before them.
Since the war 100,000 more familiei read Pictorial Review every
"The costly enrpets have been soiled
month. Iu ten years 1'ictoriul Heview'ejcirculutiou bus grown irom
and rent in every possible way and ink
200,000 to 1,500,000.
pols flung at the silken papers on the
walls. This vengeful fury has been
Today, Pictorial Review is read by one family in every lit
carried even to the extent of smashing
Laving an income of $1001) and more per year.
Woanea artiste, too,
!pfora
nurseries and doll bous s. The fashBusiness men spend $2,500,000 yearly to advertise their products
have been railed la tha
promptly turned to good
ion in which beds anil rooms have been
l
arrouut their kilj with
to 1 ictonul Keview readers.
colore,
MlNINB JOURNAL PICIAL LIAtlO WIR()
'
defiled is difficult of description.
It
lmf and atono Now
New York, July 29. Gross Income
are devotion ihir
In warfare, enaeaee the
ikry
would seem the work of lunatics.
of the Southern Pacific company and
braiae and cuera.
to rtdrlLua;
af
circulation in the World 1,500,000 Copies Monthly
Largest 20-cewomen j tbia aideal ui
sunsKiiaries for 1917 amounled
faru kaitat4
to
ivjr tko
war
POOR NUTRITION HELD
art
an
much
$193,971,490,
increase of .30.044.$,500,000 Advertising Revenue Only one other Magazine hat us
UB7 or 18.69 per cent,
exceeding all
STOCK DISEASE CAUSE previous records,
to
bede
the
according
Forcing the thirsting throngs
tailed report issued today.
fore the soda counters to turn from
this gain was partially offset .by
.!.. L CH.Hn.OI.CI TO .O...M JOURNAL)
sweet syrups to the bitterest phosState College, N. M., July 29. Pres- operating expenses which increased
phates, sugar shortage Is Just hitting ident
A. D. Crile of the State College JB.9H per cent to $120,601,823.
hard the hot weather pleasures of has announced
ftaheeriptloa)
Net revenue railway operations inthat many cases of disSH.OO the year
the crowd here. Though ice and fU ease
creased 21.60 per rent to $63,369,667
reported among livestock In New and
and fruit appear In plenty behind Mexico
SOeaata the copy
Pictorial Review Co.
total operating income Increased
are due to the fact that "the
these refreshment oases, there Is beAt all Hcwetaada
New York
cattle 'have not had
m
nourish- 25.13 per cent to 16.1,078,811.
ing placed some limit on the sweet ment for the last one orproper
Net
dedue-tions
two years: that
Income, nfter the usua)
content of the lower strata of the It is
from
$49.-12amounted
to
Is
which
gross,
the founfrosted glass. Since sugar can cool dation of all the
trouble; and this may 38.70417, an increase of $13,706,903, or
much less than acid, the soft drink bring on ncule forms
per cent. Current assets. Includ
of disease of one
experts predict that this new war cut kind or another.
ing $1 1,733,163 cash and time drafts
may be a blessing In disguise.
and deposits of $lf),r)00,000 aggregatAIRPLANE HAS A GREAT
M0RLEY COMMISSIONED
ed
1 In it General
$83,458,828, an increase of $23,307,-49- 2
l'liiiUliod.
Owolio-SloviiHIGH
Take a Town.
and total assets of $1,680,075,169, A
Washington, July 29. The German
NAVY
IN
AN
ENSIGN
FUTURE, SAYS CAPR0NI
Shanghai, July 29 (by the Asso- general, von Francois, has been put were larger by $78,099,614. while curciated Press). The Czecho-Slovaon the retired list as punishment for rent liabilities showed the nominal Inhave occupied the town of Schma-kovcrease of $6,672532.
IPf CIAL COfttUPONOINCI TO MOHNI1C JOUNNALl
his failure In the offensive In the re
(Y MOMNIN0 JOURNAL afCCIAh .ABIO WINI1
In a general statement to the stockaccording to a dispatch from gion of Soissons, according to the
Santa Fe. July 29. Hylvanus (i.
l'aris, July 29. "Airplanes, carryVladivostok.' They captured consid- Frankfurter Zeitung, received here holders, chairman Julius Kruttschnltt
LOANS Morley, for ten years on the staff of
ing a hundred men and equipped with
erable In munitions.
said:
tho School of American IJcsearcli at
today by cable.
engines equal In power to those In a
"The continued suspension of steamSanta. I'e, has been commissioned nr
medium sized steamship will be develan ensign in the navy. He has been in
ship service through the Panama canal by the diversion of ships to
oped within three years," said Gianni
Central America and southern MexiMADE TO
E co tho past few years as a research
NC H
Caproni, inventor of the Capronl
service, and the impetus to
the country's industries which
bombing planes, in an Interview toworker for tho Carnegie Institution
has re
day.
and arrived in Santa Fe today, expectsulted from the war, have enabled
"The bombing planes now In use,"
reyour rail lines to obtain an extraordiing to stay until Thursday before
Signor Capronl continued, "will be
nary volume of traffic which has emhis ship.
joining
rV
JOUftN!. PI'.u Umu WIM)
mere dwurfs compared with those to
On Tuesday evening he will speak at fVPSCIAL COMlliaPONDCNCI TO MONNIN JOURNAL
ployed your facilities to an unusual
Washington, July 29. The new pol- the new museum on the earthquake
extent and permitted such economy of
Washington, July 29. High tribute 1, developed. There Is a surprise In
loans
icy of approving
by American that destroyed Guatemala. City last to the "magnificent audacity'' of an store for the Germans. Instead of the
inoperation as to offset the
bankers to China, so thnt nation may Christmas.
creases In the cost of labor, great
He was In that city dur- American division, probably the Twen forty und fifty machines necessary to
maerlal bo
to
able
better
defen'l
start on a
Itself uRainst ing the week in which the greatest
deand supplies,"
expedition. It will
(New Rngland), la paid in nn be possible bombing
to do the same work with
enemy forces approaching its borders, struction was wrought.
the
from
commandtr
official
5rt
report
was announced today by the state denew machine as powerful aa the
8 STEEL SHIPS WERE
of tho French army to which the awholo
partment. No specific umouiu of the
squadron."
Americans are attached.
was announced, but It is underALLEGED PROFITEER -DELIVERED LAST WEEK loan
"On July 20," the report said, "in
stood that $50,000,000 will bel adRELEASED BY COURT Order to free Monlhleres and the Pevanced.
trel
wood, severe combats were delivBy the terms of tho agreement, the
ered. by the French troops on the left.
bankers will represent difffrent parts
Washington,
(
July 2. Eight Bteel of
MONIH
JUUMW lICIAl
GIRLS! USE LEMONS
wmi
Ir. order to relieve them the Ameritho country. They will
ships with a total deadweight tonnage
Washington.
July 29. Frank J. cans in the evening delivered a flankof 115,890 were delivered by American with the government, and will submit Oodsol,
on
a
French
held
citizen,
movement which fully succeeded.
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
shipyards Inst week, the shlpplnp for approval the names of the banks cbarues of the French government ing
With
"S'l
mugnificent
they
audacity
hoard announced today. Launchings composing the group to make loans that ho
several
millions
of
a
profited
with
slnide
rushed
forward
bound,
for week included ten venae's with a and nlsn the terms and conditions of dollurs on motor truck
was
contracts,
up to tho level of Ktrepelly, the
,
total tonnape of 53,250 and five wood- any loans.
Try HI Make thla lemon lotion
released today by Justice Gould of
farm and
en ships with a tonnage of 19,200.
ror its part tho department gives the
on
to whiten your tanned or
district
writ
court
a
supreme
'"It was a most sudden attack, which
Shipyards on the great lakes led Ir. aHuran"c ihf t If thf terms anl
habeas corpus.
fearlessdisclosed
American
the
all
of the loan are accepted by the of The
freckled akin.
deliveries with four vetuels. Pacific
French government noted an ness. In
coast yards turned out three HhinH United States und China, "the governspite of the severe barrage
and Oodsol was released on and
appeal
Harley Davidson MOTORCYCLE
Ir
take
will
machine gun emplacements
while the single eastern delivery was ment
Car
evory POHHibl ntep to f.r0,000 bonds, which he furnished In
which the enemy were sheltering,
a f,iii-iorreighter from the Bethle- insure me execution or ergultable conitomls.
Squeeze the Juice of two lemona
in depth were gained-Thehem Shipbuilding corporation's Spar- tracts made In good faith hy citizens Liberty
:.
also captured three cannon, u Into a bottle containing three ounce
rows Point, Maryland, yards. These In foreign lands."
.
'
The department also , announced SLACKER DRAWS 15 YRS,
largo Minnewerfer and machine guns. of Orchard White, shake well, and
deliveries bring the number of vessels
Two hundred prisoners fell Into the you have a
built for the shipping board to nearly that it is hoped that the American
quarter pint of the best
IN A FEDERAL PRISON hands of the Americans.
250 with a million and a half deadbankers will be associated with bankfreckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
in
ers
Britain.!
Great
of
have
un
not
done
could
"I
better
Japub, and France
weight tonnage.
complexion whitener, at very, very
and negotiations looking-- to such coder the circumstances with the best small cost.
lay MoftNtNa journal spccial lbaskd wti
are now In progress,
the
General
Thompson Is Canriiriato.
declared
French
operation
29.
111.,
troops,"
Your grocer has the lemona and
Fifteen
Rockford,
July
$450.
Santa Pe, July 29. Attorney Mark
$200
years In a federal prison is the pun do Goutte, on hearing of the success any drug store or toilet counter will
B. Thompson, former law partner of
Try Chamuerlaln'M.
ishment fixed for Brent Dow Allinson.j of our allies.
three ouncea
of Orchard
A. B. Ittnehan at Santa Fe and then
.
When you need a good reliable lini-f Chicago slacker.
"The Germatns found themselves In supply
'
White for a few cents. Massage thla ,
district attorney at ijis Cruces .had ment for soreness of
.
Moncondition
a
at
such
at
the muscles, a
A
precarious
Camp Grant
sweetly fragrant lotion Into tha face.,
announced nig candidacy for the re- snrain, or lo relieve fhebmatlR
ho
found Alllnson guilty of violation of th ieres that they had begun to re- neck, arms and bands and sea how.;
Dhnn'a IROfll nr nollaf MIO Unof Dnm
D m
publican nomination for ludea In tha try Chamberlain's liniment s It pains
treat."
i
exwar.
article
of
The
eighty-fiftthe
quickly the freckles, sunburn, wlnd . .V
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ui vohoi
iicdi numa anci, pi ill, I j Third judicial district to succeed Judge cellent
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technical crime of which he was eon
burn and tan disappear and how
a. u. stealer, formerly of Albuauer- victed was that of deserting mt!ilay Journal Wants
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que,
Results
Bring
Journal Want Ad brlnjr resit! ta,
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.
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RODS!

England

Refusal to Run for Governor
of N. Y, Is Taken As an Indication That He Has the
White House in Mind,
roitiiMraNOCNCi to onin journal!
New i'uik, Jul 2!. To draft every
doctor in a renter New York, not only
ranks
to fill the flagging medical
abroad but to receive returned casualty cases in the army hospitals here
ia the object of a great professional
push that has been begun in this city
today. While every mirgical or medical man who can be freed from practice here Is to be shipped to the front
ocean steamer,
by every outbound
hundreds of those who must remain
to fight off plague and epidemic all
over town will have their spare service commandeered for duly at the
huge hospital barracks that are hastily being erected everywhere within
reach of the dockage of returning
mnny, more
iopptfnl fife1'. Pn-'
of cnrwnalgnins? are over, it
month
is predicted tbnt evpry doctor In the
whole country will be attached In one
wav or another largely to the service
of Uncle Sam.
Roosevelt 1 toady.
Sure signs that Teddy Roosevelt
has concluded to campaign for the
white house In 1920 are seen in his
refusal to enter the lists for governor of the Empire state this fall, it Is
Just being pointed out by the ;iolit-ioleaders here. Within six months,
a Roosevelt organization,
powerful
and persistent enough to place its
creator at the head of the republican
tleket, will he in operation all over
the country, the wisest politicians declare, as the result of recent rumblings in the directions of Oyster Hay.
While the colonel now commands the
heartfelt sympathy of every American
en i count of his pe.sonal losses, the
veteran gungtrs o.' public opinion are
net now bo sure tii.il he can wore
strongly with the people in his renewed presidential ambition.
Shocking Manuals.
Readv to root out an punish to
the limit every profiteer engaged In
the recent raincoat scandals that are
revolting Now Yorkers, 8'iuads of
sleuths of the secret and local police
service are this week hot on the trail
of the men who would make mono
at the expense of the boys abroad.
Not only will the rascals who connived to send rotten rubber and cloth
to American fighters be ferreted out,
it la promised, but every other such
samples of the meanest men on earth
wlil be sought all along the urmy stipa.
ply Industrial line. With the temper
of ;ht people of this town as tried
as It has been by this exposure of
bid acking of our army at home, the
government Investigators are plann
ing to avoid violence by spiriting
any more culprits they may
capture, before the public takes punishment into its own hands.
Sacrificing SKirts.
That the iiercest fans are ready to
face eqinimily the closing up of professional baseball as a war emergency measure. Is now asserted by those
who have been probing the patriotism
of the Inhabitants of the bleachers
hereabouts. Just as parents will sacrifice sons, wives send away husbands
and sweethears relinquish lovers to
the call of the bugle, the thirty-thir- d
degree baseball bug Is prepared to
to win
offer up his pet
the wai. the diamond managers have
been assured. If the ball parks must
close to give their few stars the
chance to throw bombs Instead of
baseballs, the bereaved bleacherltes
are elctoi mined to let their Americanism lise higher than the old ra
tional srort.
Soda. Shortage.
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42nd Street, New Tork.
matter at tha
Uniarad aa sacond-ci&a- s
poatofflca at Albuquerque, N, H., Udaf Ast
fit Cungraaa of March t, 187.
Laricf-- r
circulation than any other paper
The only paper la New
In Near Mexico.
MMlca Issued every day In tha rear.
TBHMS OF BUBHUK1PTION :
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. TOe
17. M
Yearly, In advance
NO'i'ICKt TO 8UBSCKIBBR8.
Suaacrlbara to the Journal when wrltlnc
lo bare their paper changed to a new
must be aura to give the old address.
"The Moraine Journal haa a higher circulation rating than la accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
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The Strongest Man in iGreat Britain.

a military victory, will lend
w

e"..'0

iC

within the Teutonic empire for peace
peace even at a sacrifice of the ambitions of the
In how much longer the Herman
people will endure uncomplainingly
the terrible drain on their resources
lies the answer to "when will the war
end ?"
It is safe to say the defeat administered to their armies south of the
Alsno will do much to dampen the
ardor of even the militarists.
s.

Another report has been made that
the Ciermans are dropping poisoned
candy over Pnrls.
Apparently they
have discovered there are still some
children left there.
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there were many applicants und only
the best equipped would be chosen.
Ho was asked to supply information
concerning his education, his nest in
the army or his connection with of-- !
l leers of the army.
Those possessing;
knowledge of several languages were
sought eagerly The moment a person
was engaged by tho Germans he was
assigned to a special instructor, and
after that it was difficult for the new
agent to extricate himself from the
clutches of tMe German spy system.
river device to ensnare
into
the services of the kaiserpeople
has been
resorted to by the secret agents. ThJ-hired men with wine, women anil
ce.rds. They entrapped fickieminded
men with
such
advertisements' as

II

The Foundation
of Financial
Independence
L

II

,

-

W
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ANY wise and careful people, who look
ahead ot tho immediate future and the
financial conditions brought about by
our. participation in the war, will lay the foundation of a competence by regularly placing
some portion of their earnings in a term account in this bank.

M

these which were published in numerous German newspapers:
800 GPJLS AND WIDOWS
withr dowries up to 200,000 rallies desire to be married. Prospective bridegroom need not be rich. Aoply to I..
Sehlesinger, Berlin 18."
WHO IS WILLING TO MAPvP.Y
a young, well to do Russian girl,
possessing fir,,0ft() rubles cash only
men with serious intentions shou'd
atldresslnK Sehlesinger,
Berbn

are the onea who become the

Such

people
In whatever words the thought was
of the future the substantial citizens
leaders
in
when
times,
expressed
of the community.
the vocabulary of man was limited, it
is more than likely our ancestors had
Fickle minded officers responding to
This institution invites your confidence. It
these advertisements were referred to
arrived at a verbal means of making
be of service to you in innumerable ways.
can
O
O
German
in
introknown the
agents
idea before
Russia, who
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED I
duced
to
them
women.
good looking
rrtKas.
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GAKP30NET

LITRE INTEREST
TAKEN YESTERDAY
IN STOCK DEALS

TO

h mm enow

SALE

$2,000.

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely fur2
suitable
for
nished,
families,
modern brick with sleeping
rents for $3u.00 per month; 8rd
porch, close In, lowiands. House In
ward.
$1,750
cement block Al condition. The lot is worth $600
and shingle resilience, hardwood but wo are going to sell you the
floois, hut air furnace, corner lot, house, lot nid all for less than the
house could be built $2,350 takes it;
good location, Fourth ward.
4 room
$2,300.
shingle bungalow, $250 down, $26 per month. Get busy,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood boat the other fellow to It. See
floors, glassed sleeping
porcb,
garage; 4th. ward.
CO.
A.
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
QVICKt
QUICK!
QUCK!
University Heights, modern, fire- REAL
ESTATE. FIRE INSURANCE,
place.
LOANS.
14 story, brick, stuc$3,500
216 West Gold
coed, large living room with fire- Phone 166.
South
Seventh.
place,
stuccood bungalow,
$3,000.
K. L. McSpaddcn
modorn, hardwood floors, garage; T. Ii. McSpndtlen
Highlands, close In.

L

Mid-Summ-

Dullness Contin-

er

ues Despite Favorable War
News; Indifference Shown
to Many Favorite Issues.

1

rails

Other

'HOTHtB.

OHt--

FOUND.

CHICAGO PRODI ( K.

ii,i

Ohlos,

$2.15iff 2.25;

Kansas and

souri, $1.75 2.15.
Alive
Poultry
higher.
28 14c; springs,
32c.

Mis-

Fowls,

NKW YORK SIKTAIj.
New York, July
unchanged. Spot.
Spelter Weak,
livery, spot $8.10

29. Lead
$8.05.

liast

8.20.

t

Market

i nula

tHv

s

13.50.

Butter

W A NT El)

Hogs

Receipts 1.300. llaikei

South Third.

Phone 354.

IHIVBK.NMBNT
Yl'ashliiKton.

20.000 CLEUKSaV
Examinations evorj rere In
Experience unnecessary. Men and
NKBDH

August.
women ilerlring Kovrrnment p.isltloni utile
for free particulars lo J. I'. l.e jnard. (li rm-c- r
civil Seivice Examiner.) lO.'.a Kenoii
Hlda.. WaBliiTiKlon.

rcninir.

.

29,

WaXTBI)
,y at Ahurudu Hotel. Apply at office.
Ila rtwrTT:! ::." KUarunleod. Elk
Harder Shop, (iallup. S. M.
WAN'i'EL Male lielp" Apply
LIvliiKStnn
Kurnlture Co. IV, me ready for work.
vtA.Mbn ( hef cook. Two experienced
waiters or waltrcuea. I'ullnian Cafo.
WANTBli
filioeinakir that undcrataiTdS"
machine John i'. O'Neill, (iallup. N. M.
VA.1 Eli Experienced man for mTlkbuiia7
work. Apply liejck'i Dairy, laoa North
1'.
Hell

Three loom cottage furnished.
Jl.r.O per month. Kill North First.
unfurnished"
KENT i'hree'rimnv
FOll
house; porch, lnquiro Uuo North Uecond.
10.

FOK KENT Three-roocottage furnish, d.
IU.50. Also largo- liKlit any ro.uu for
light houHckeepim;. (K.Ml. 1:11? North First.

South.
KOK ItENT Modern houses.
'..'loan In; some furnished. W.
'
i!H8
West Gold.

ro. ms.

four-roo-

J13H--

,

July.

FOIL KENT

If. ,!cMlllion
'Chicago, July 29. nutter Mai ket
stoady. Creamery, 38 14 fi 4S 14c.
Foil ItBN'f iJne furnished rmusis four
Eggs Markot steady. Receipts
1
unfurrooms, 403 and also two
cases. Firsts. 38U.39c; ordinary
Mirth.
houses at 411 Kuuth tieventh. Apply
nished
firsts. 3!i (ft 37c: nl mi.i-214 West Cold.
at
WANTED Teacher for munuai
ed, 35 14 38c.
and an all round mechanic, ltlo training
Grand
Potatoes
Unsettled.
nigblannv
46
Receipts
Industrial School, Box 6U5 city.
cars. Virginia
barrels, $5.5(15.75;
aaoatrn
ou KENT - DtslrsMe
WANTKIl'Brp?nt8ri;'n.2Sto"
IS
per day.
furnished oettase. Phone
neiuucKy coooicrs, e2.B0W2.75; Min$2.60 10 M.90 per day. o labornesota Ohios, $2.25 41.2.50; Illinois ersLaborers
for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110 rORTnENT Furn'.ahcd two.roolm cottage

.

City

Dwellings.

florin.

Male.

broilers, 28c.

JOc

WANTED Vouhb Udy to work at Urlm- shaw's.
WANTED Competent ealeiwomau.
Thfc
Economist.
WANTED The Jameson Sanllorlum wants
a cook. Phono 601.
WANTED owl for general houuew .rk. Ap-pl- y
30 West Roma.
VVANTKM Competent woman for. general
housework. JIT. North Elm,
WOMAN
For general housework; no oook.
tnir. Address Box Zfi, Albuquerqua.
WANTED Competent woman for housework. 7i1 West Copper. I'hone Ills.
WANTED Ctrl (or
houseworkT
Reueial
1,1 lit work, no
washing. 730 South Edith.
WANTED Experienced housekeeper lo help
take cure of two hables. Apply 417 Houtli
A
rnn.

WANTED Maid for general
housework.
Also laundress by the day. Apply 000
North Emirih. Phone 811.
WANTED A girl for general housework In
small family. Apply mornings at
05 North Tenth.
,
WANTED Two Hpaulfh speaking
salesladies at once. Apply Livingston Furniture Co. IMS South Second.
WANTED Girl for general housework at
Cowlea, N. M. tipper Poeoa. For particular! cat: at 510 North Second.
WANTED T,ady clerk, not under 25 yeara
of age. must b good salesman and correct
at figures. Benaott Indian
Co.,
Trading
Fourth and Gold. .

FOR SALL

Rouses.

FOR KAI.ESTca" heTTiVnislieTlinda
good paying business, $4,000, balf caaa.
Bungalow. Journal office.
FOR SA 1.13 Cement block house five rooms
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one block from car lino, handy to ahopa
12 per month. Call 1301
a little cast! and
South Aew rhone lftfla--

CARPENTERING.

with sleeping porch, loil South Waller.
"house two glass.!!
PUK rtUNTFour-rc-tii- n
In porches. Water paid. $14. Phone WIS.
furnished cottageT
FOn RENT Throe-rooSouth Broadway.

m7

Inquire

Phone

2134--

WJ.viUD-'I- 'o
rent a four-roohouse, will
Huuth
liaso for year. C. M. Darrctt,

E.lllh.
FOU

house
furnished
Willi sleeping porch, piano, wutcr, garage,
J12.0H. 1306 South E.lith.
FOU RENT
Modern vangalow three rooms

with large sleeping
furnished.
porch,
Phone f,71. Inquire ,1123 East Central.
itENT
Tfiai
nilTcast
Modern
furnished
toil
o sanator- (.'enlral car line, convenient
luma. Thaitnn
Co., Third and 'iold.
FO RH ENT- - Fiirnl shd iwl t ag
modern,
glassed porches; University car lines.
Phono nil, mornings. 1SJ4 Bant Central.
Fott It t; N'T -- Near Unlveralty car line, dethree-roosirable
modern
furnished
bungalow. Itrnt reasonable. Phone 1987-W- .
FOll ITRNT rTlotlsa in HighlaTlda,
foii
room bungalow, furnished:
glnmed In
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East

'antral.

General.
FOU ItENT ICIglrt-rooi- n
house, suitable foi
two apartments. Phone I3.
N
x
FOK HE T SI rodmf tiTnlsh ed house very
desirable; every modern'convenlence,
two
screened porches, ahade. flood terms to
or TCX
permanent tenant. Thone 2139--

For Rent

Rooms

Un.

OK KKNT

With Board.

wllh sleeping porch and
hoard. 410 Rnst Central. rcn
Ttir
H1UH class board and eipma-iToroom at summer rates, 1 8s. cm doath a raa
1S18-Phone
FOtl-Rr5.To tonvaleacenla. largo sleep"
Ing porelr, with good home cooking, 1700
Enst Central. Phone 2133-W- .
FOU ItENT Rooms with sleeping porches.
hot and cold water, 1st claaa table board,
Cosn. do Oro 013 West Cold. "
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. S01 South
rooms. firt-clas- s
Edith. Phone 8"). Mrs Abbott.
MltS, W. H. KliBri, of the Uukharl Itnnch
Iras moved to 03 Bouth Arno. where she
la prepared to take hoallh aeekera. I'hone
1.

BHADT NOOK ranch offera excellent room
and hoard. Just the place to (at etrong.
free transportation
phone 24.29F-Accommodations now available. Mrs. H. B
Thnmaa.

For rates

.Top, $18.60; bulk,
.

T

wo

brand. Brown

WANTED A table boarder. S:0 South High
.
Phone 17.

18.50.

norsea, blacK mare.
horse branded
loft aide
reward for Information or
1120
West Btover.
Ellas Nuaneu.

BTJtA VE1

WANTED- - Boarders.

$18.20

,

Sheep Receipts , 1,500.
Lambs,
lower.
$16.75
Yearlings,
17.25;
lambs, $12.0012.75.
'

Chamberlains Talricts.
Chamberlain's, Tablets are intended
especially for stomach troubles, biliousness and constipation, and have
met with much success In the treatment of those diseases. People who
have .suffered for years with stomach
trouble and haye been tinable to obtain any permanent relief, have been
completely cured by the use of these
tablets. Chamberlain's Tablet are
also of great value for biliousness.
Chronic constipation may be permanently cured by taking Chamberlain's
Tablets and observing the plain printed direction,! .wlttl S&cb, jwttle.
'

-

CO.

FLUE INSl'RANCK AC.KXTS
Third and Gold

ElOli

SWELL

rteurn.

WANTED

Rooms.

One or tvu rooms f.r housekeeping aiilT sleeping porch, two ladles
one convaleslng. University .helghjta preferM K , care- Journal.
'
red.
WANTKU

WANTEIosBion.
'as'

1YeIJ PuslUon"
meat ctterTmar-rled- ,
('
Ncrth
good reference. Address
Oregon. El Paso.
WANTEU Position as salesman or clerk

T.

furnished
by experienced ntanj
cara Journal.
erence. Address H.
WANTED--Dwellin-

ref-

gs.

WANTEP To rent,
good
or larger on a long term .lease. P. Q.
44
city.

FOR

I

M

It. MoCI.VGHAN
$10 W. Cold. rMioe Ml.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Puhlto

FOR REN1

Rooms.

"TSorUiT
KENT atoaero rurnun.cO nanus; no
Weat Central.
slrk; running water. t&
thj"
KENT Rooms "cm m week,-Vaaunimer rates; no sick; over Golden Itule
FOB

Store.
FOK KENT
219
room.

Large,
North

well

Fifth

ventilated bud
street, l'hune

t.

Ll

lFor

S.nl,

Mmwileiniii

mi

The Star
Rhone

Four rooms and bath, large glnzed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrlllce. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

New
brick, hardwood floors,
features, basement,
dandy built-i- n
furnace, garage, sidewalks, trees, for
only $3,700; good terms.

SALLlVeat Estate.

FOU 8A1.B KeaWenca property bringing In
3
monthly. I1.0O eaah vlll swing lu
The rent will mora than pay the balance.

i

Have a Regulator Clock for. .$.(
A
Steel Cable for. $10.00
I'hone 401) when you have anything,
to sell.

FOR SALL

Apples uiu! peal. Phone J..,:i.
20 guage tJUotfcut,, almost n,.w,
:I0. 401 West Central.
l'oit KA I.E Fleming shoe stitcher; will
sell for fU'ri.oo If taken at once. Address
I', si., care Journal.
hAI.E High Kiaue upiiKht piano, walnut finish, ttllghtly used. Cost Jinn win
lake JUKI cash. Hox 111. .lournat.
FOK KALE
On uccuunt of leaving town
fresh canned jelly, Jam and canned fruits,
ion North Thirteenth. Phone 1.174-J- .
Folt SALE No. 1 driving horxo v.li'.ht
lii;,o. 'i saddles, 2 set harness, one beavy;
1
North Second.
runabout, very cheap.

118 West Gold

adobe
FOR SALE
house, wllh sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
CHAS.
for a small family.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR SALE

IVhsccnaneoui.

KOK SALE
FOK SALE

Furniture Co.

4110

Underwood

Typewriter

Style No. 4, In first class
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

ATTOKNUV,
JOHN W. WII.NON
Attorney
Kootua IS, 17 and ID.
Cromwell BulldlnaT
Phono 1173.

itoi)i;v

ROllKY

Attorneys nt f.nw
3. Law Library Poinding
per ralten. Roofs under our cara will
DKNTIHT1
Ideal
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new roof that will last as long aa the Dlt. ,1. E. KltAI I'
.
. .
The Mansano Oo. Phona Uol-W- .
Dental Surgeon '
iijo UKANiTu lloTKttwnia'and slparr building.
ill) South Walnut.
Phone 711
Harnett llnllrtlng
Rooms
ments, 619 tVent Central. Mrs. ltlehurd
Malt- Mado
by
UKilfl
Appolntinenl
carbon root parnt and roof cement
Went, Proprltress.
five yeara. Uaa Deroa
I M I 'K Ft I A
l,itoi iaiaNicv clean rmmsT atopa leaka; laatapaint,
Vaispar, Jap-a-laDenlUt
rates by day or week; over Woolworth'a, ready paint, floor
mnhajr top and aeat dressing. Motor car fln-'sMellnl rtultdlng
Rooms
:il
West Central.
cold water kHlsomlne, and nn satl.sfled.
Thos. F. Keleher, 40 W. Central. Phone 410.
l'HVHK l.NH AMI M'lmWONH ..
Bourn.
Cooper-lielit lamp. No tube W. T. Ml llPIIVr.M. I.
Foil ItENT Furnished rooms, 4ttVvl BH F01tSAI,i.;
::. Marsh ileturo framo vise wllh saw.
Practice l.lmlteil to Tuberculosis Wright
ver; no atok, no children.
T1- -.
Ten
Twelve
jugs.
building; opposlin po.nofficc. Office hour.
Will KENT Furnished room and sleeping
hot wa10 to 13 a. in.. 8 to 1 P- nt. Phone, office
Jugs, a.".c each. Thlrly-galloporch. No sick. Gentleman preferred. tiOV ter latik. $.".. ;i
In film developing tank,
;
rosidenrn MT-J- .
West (told.
13. llanna & llanna. MaKter Photographers.
u. : t'AiTxH ititTirr
iTiritLUtiTvREr
FOK
KENT Three housekeeping rooms
Prni'llre l.lmlteil In Women's and Chilclose In.
It. McCIURhuu. .'iO West
dren' Disease
Hold. Phone 007.
N. M.
FOR S.M.B
U23 E. Central Phone 671. Albuquerque,
ONB
tng Centrifugal pump and
R!4
Higriiainas.
I
i
i."ii.vK
motor. With pressure control. ApitiCrv
Vmctlre Limited to Kyx. Kur, Nose nod..
roil RENT Furnished rooms. 218 Souih ply D. VYulnmaa. care Economlat,
THROAT
Walter. Phone ML
S
Ofrtao Hours: 10 to 12: J to
FOK RENT
Furnished room, gentleman
Bank Hulldlng
National
Ktato
preferred. 101 South Walter.
WANTED Miscellaneous.
FOR "RENT Largo
room irlth""'"efe"pln
Dlt. SARAH (OKKR
w'a'nXk'otV'I'uI"
porch; Ideal for two. (IS East Central.
Practice l.lmlteil o 'hlldren.
KENT
ItMoma
orea il'KcT AlTTarei, made to plcuic and flailing
Foil
with sleeping
Office Rooms 1 and 3. Wright Bldg.
with or wllh.ut board. Phona 171. 1123
Fourth and tlold.
parties. Call ir.s:l-.l- .
Eaat Central.
Hours 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
!
WANTkil) If you need a carpenter, cull J;
Office Phone
S075.
Phone
Ilesldence
FOI! ItENT""DownHtalra
housektVcplng
H. Durling. Phone K,0;.-J- .
room wllh kitchenette and sleeping porch,
WANTED To buy tho best twelve hundred
FOR SALE Automobiles.
close in. null South Ilroadwny. Phone 1270-J- .
pound hnrse six years old, John Mantr
tn flrat-claa- s
General.
WANTED At once second hand furniture TjKTTuTHTr'"sa219S-J- .
conilltton. Phone
stove or
cook
also
kitchen
utensils;
and
run iisj, r nieeiy
rurnished
uiooern
TTrr"FATE !ood Cadillac; new batterlca;
rooms for light houaekeenlag. Phone 177J ! range, phona 219-J- .
77T. .r,..,.
v.. IK ifloek" If.
.
good tires; $75(V 71Kent.
J - I r.i'
'..:r'e.XT't..,'
Kolt KENT Accommodations forTiinn aiTT
c.rant tract. Will sell cheap. Phone, No, si nV4AI.F: Flve pas'sengrf Mitchell, nearly
wife or two ladles. A horns for the right
na.'i between 7 and H p. in.
new. Cash. tcrmsj.rtrjdn,nj"1'- parlies. References exchanged, flex 6, care
bughand
second
few
Ford roadster. hT.dy suitable
bijy'il
FOirSALE
.furn.i.
WANTED To
tie cheap.
West Mari
for delivery truck. 2:3
gies and spring wagons. Must
r.coono.
411
souin
Thus. J, Paaamore.
FOR REN1
,
quette, afternoon.
W ANTICIJ
aulo truck eipresa
Young nun exempt from draft FOR" rrAI.r.;-Two"- 7"m
I'oU ItliNT Furnished a vnAmvnii'w mi
condiof
b'li.kltei
and
elerk
per
In
beet
as
experienced
body. F.lKht nionTu old
Hotel, corner First and TIJeras.
wanta position. Speaks both Spanish and tion. 4t7 South Seventh.
FOR RUNT
Doalrable furnished apartment
Phone
English.
'ha morn touring car
FOR HALE
also sleeping room. 400 Routh Seventh.
ilTc, E.9TcMiTrr iTtTre Ka t n ron jiTnk
Hun four thousand miles. Seventeen
fifty.
FOK RENT i'wo
apart""
CO..
JttNK
BT THW BOlITHWtCSTRRM
t once. Phone 1114;
model. Must sell
menta and sleeping rooms.
WB ALSO
Highland 114 WF.ST T.RAP. PIIONB
House.
Bt'T OLl AOTOS.
PERSONAL.
l,
Foil RENT Three-morWANTICD-Bee.ind-'imens ana ooya
apartment,
modern. Call 108 North Arno, or
tmnke
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also Swod-hand
Phone lsr.a-and suit cases. Call 119. Chicago
atora. 17 South Flrat.
FOR HUNT
Three or four room furnished
4S09
FOR RENT Of tjica
flouth First.
EHCONIUUO
The convalesEL JAHOIN
apartment. motern:
Savoy hotel office.
cents Ideal home, lias room with private FrTiTkn
TOfr riTt nau l
furn-IsheFOK RENT Two, three or four-r.iobath. Also desirable double room vacant.
upstairs, over Woo'.worih'a tor.
12.
apartment, with, glassed In sleeping 1 so t iVest Central. I'hona.JI
offica
m
eonnectlng
RE7frfront
bag'sT'STy-froWANTED-W.o- no
porch. 1005 East Central.
io to lo FOIt
roo-- n
ovsr Oolden Rale Btor. Inquire
each. M0 tons acrap Iron. Pay front
FOK RENT Two-roohousekeeping apartRrnm It.
m
per lb. Patrloilo duty. St. Louis
ments, three rooma with bath and sleep- to
North Junk Co.. 06 Soot h JFI rst street. Phone 171.
ing rooms. Albuquerque Hotel 211
SALfc
nsinches.
FOR
Becond.
WANTKD To sell ..r trade Vor sheep or
ranch property, one
farm haa fle Foil SALE OR TRADB ISO acres in
FOR RENT Furnished room, Wllh sleiplng
suitable tor light house'tn?png. room modern bungalow, artesian well, located
porch,
valley all fenced: priced right.
California, Inquire
Water, electric light and bath; lU'.UO. oOO at Huntington lleach.
la South Rroadway. City.
of M. I,, narcla. Box 4.14, Mugdalcna, N. M.
North second. Phona C01.
of cultivated land
ma- - FOR SALB Six acre
CHANCE for a happy winter home. Coal WANTED Careful kodak finishing by
house, three mile north of
and
ter photographer. Twice dally aervlc. town.
IS0O.
already stored, a few nice little furnished Remember,
Cash
Pt nd
price 1800; on term
aallsfaciton guaranteed.
apartments vacant. Suitable for two persons. your finishing to a reliable,
established firm, Phono ir,5-W- .
called
taken
If
Uncle
Sam).
by
(Tenants
llanna A llanna. master photographers.
FORSAI.E 10 acre mountain ranclr nn
quick will let for the former all jear round
Pecoa river, IS acrea under cultivation;
at TUB WASHINGTON, 1003 Weat
price
0 acre
FOR
bungfenced; I modern ftve-rooCentral. J T. Ksklna, Prop.
one mile protected trout atream. Ad" ,'l'OR SALE A goial cow. See M. M. Duluh- - alows;
M
N.
Ranch.
las.
dress
Valley
P"
'
ir at Journal t.fflce.
i'w.i W"ll broken cow ponies.
Two buildings at Seventh and Foil SALE
FOR KENT
Beiemek'
Cencral Avenue, Apply to J. E. Elder,
Dairy. Phone Ml.
agent.
R EO I ST E R E p"I I e reford"Tow ,"r heTf ersan d
mail
FOR SALE
Barber aliop and pool room,
bulls, for sale, or trade for trade cattle.
D. W. Sttlea, Orant, N. M.
Phona call anywhere
any time,
also furnished rooms. Apply Central Barber Shop, Old A lhnquern,ue.
Sllyer City 1 a.m.; ar. Mogollon I p tn.
FOfl SALE Extra fine, yarning pedigreed t.v.
T
r.
Lv.
Silver
a.m.:
Mogollnn
City 1 p.m.
MNM Minerals, metals and gem materials
breeding atock Flemish (llant. New ZeaBest equipped auto livory In eouthwat
Wlllli-n- i
In largo fissure dyke; good chnncn for land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares.
BKNNKTT
MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
North Eleventh Street,
dlumonds. Liberal offer to all. Ijaggaly A Oeatrach, Sr., azt
Silver thy, N. M.
'
Albuquerquef, N. H.
HarneS, Waveland, Ark.
6
bred
FOR SALF; Standard
stallion,
years
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
and sood looker.
1.000 lbs. aound, gent!
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
TIME CARDS.
estatu
for
real
or
ride
will
Drive
ejehange
Owner will sacrifice. See National jnvestor take diamond a part payment. 401 West
ment Co., 102 North Third.
FOK RKN'f One of th best douule store Central.
buildings and beat located for general RIO OHANDB DROO HOO CO., of AlbuD. Xakln at
merchandise In th city. Re
querque. The largest breeder of registerWashington Apartments 101 Weat Central. ed hogs In the southwest. Can supply you
Phoee wilt
with herd boars and young stuff at modSAITr-Werate price. We can also supply you with ATCHISON, TOPFKA
NANtA
TYPEWRITERS.
,
medicated crude oil for lice, at 60c per
CO.
Westbowd.
TYPBWRITDHt All makea, overnauled and gallon. Plain crude oil at 25c per gallon,
r parte.
Class.
Arrive
ry machine. Al- oil furnished to all pig club members free. No.
repaired. Rlbbona Tor
1. The Soont
1:10 pro. I:)t pa,
buquerque Typwrlter Exchange, phone 814 Offlc ll'ltl South Third.
S. California
111 Booth Fonrth
Limited ..11:45am. 11:41 pro,
T. Fargo
Fast
1:4 am. 11:U am.
PASTURAGL.
Th Nava,
t:l
M isce ft aneous.
FOR REN1
FOR RENT 70 acr-- s good pasture: 42 per
outhb4.
HO KB ICS and Riga to Jeaaes Spring! aml
month. Dotde'a Ranch, 4 mile south of 01. Fl Paao Wi press
l:tlprn).
tot. Kl Paeo Xxpresa
11:41 sua.
town.
.
Kastbooad.
FlANO WiT'TfBST. The X. . C .. Whltsvn FOR RENT Paatur
with walr In ally 10.
Th Soont
7:
am.
ana.
Muaia Co. Vhonea 390 and 14I4-v- r.
limits, ll.S ..-par nwntfc
208
la adrano.
t, Tba Nsvajo ...... I;eprn. 1:4 poa.
Ptinwai
Weat Gold.
4. California Limited ..
pea. T:
paa.
FOR it ENT Ideal (neater central location
I. SMMar
MONEY TO LOAN.
t4iPB..ll:M pam.
completely equipped ready for business,
Wsajaji Siagttb..
seat 450. Apply Annul1 Everltt, Jeweler, atONlT TO LOAN On real tai
ourtt. lit. Kaafta C4tj wad CaKo, t: Mat
VI- HI Wtflt 9014 OU fittlix Co.
HI, UaM City
Catttft
H87-W-

.

FOU IIIONT Furnished
home. With board.
Phona 1.115.

room

In modern
for Hummer,

Stilt

ftOO-

jOo

'

fl.

Apartment.

""

Room.
if!nK!oiM

-

BUSiNMCHAN(CEs7"

ta;k

STRAYED.

higher.

TOMTOM S

FOK

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED.

Old United States bonds unchanged
on call.
M-ryop.k corro.v.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar
6X14
New
York.
July 29. Cotton futures
American Can
47
closed steady.
Dec
Oct., $24.85;
American Smelting & Refining. 77
;
$24.34
Jan., $24.16; March, $24.09;
91
American Tel. & Tel
May,
$24.13.
.. 19
American Zinc
.. 66V4 Spot Quiet. Middling, $28.95.
Anaconda Copper
. . S5
Atchison
.. 54
Ni:V YORK MONEY.
Baltimore & Ohio
Petroleum
.. 18V4
California
New York, July 29. Mercantile
Canadian Pacific
..154
four and six months. 6
Central Leather
.. 67
.. D6 sterling 60 day bills, 4.7214 per cent;
Chesapeake & Ohio
commercial
60 day bills, 4.71
.. 4414
Chicago.ftlil. & St. Paul
per
demand. 4.76 per cent: cables.
Chlno Copper
.0, 3914 cent;
4.70
;
Cuba Cane Sugar
. . 20 14
Francs, demand 5.71V.?
6.69 74 per cent.
Erie
:. 1514 cables,
Bar silver, 99 c.
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs.... .. 31
Mexican
Great Northern pfd
. . 9014
dollars, 77c.
Time loans .Strong.
. . 63
Inspiration Copper
Sixty and 90
Int. Mor. Maj-lndays and six months, 6 per cent bid.
Pfd. Ctfs. . . .. 97
Call money Firm. High. 6 per
Kennecott Copper
83
Louisville & Nashville
cent; low. 4
per cent; ruling rate,
..112
5 per cent;
Mexican Petroleum
..
closing bid. 514 per cent;
99
Miami Copper
.. 2914 offered at 6 per cent; last loan, 6 per
Missouri Pacific
.. 2314 cent.
Montana Power
.. 64
New York Central
.. 72
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Northern Pacific
.. 8714
.. 4414
Pennsylvania
Chicago Livestock.
Ray Consolidated Copper...! .. 23
Chicago, July 29. Cattle Receipts
.. 8
Reading
15,000.
Market generally steady to
. 9214 higher on beef and butcher stock;
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
..8414 calves steudy at Friday's close. Beef
Southern Railway
.. 23
cattle, goed, choice and prime, $17.25
Texas Company . . .
,.151
(318.50; common and medium, $10.50
Union Pacific
12214
17.25;' butcher stock, cows and heifIT. S. Industrial Alcohol.... ..128
ers, $7.25 P 14.25; canners and cutters,
United States Steel
..10814 $6.257.25; stockers and feeders,
. 81
Utah Copper
13.00;
good choice and fancy, $10.00
Inferior, common and medium, $7.73
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
ii 19.00; veal calves, good and choice
$16.25f?J6.75.
Chicago, July 29. Welcome rains
Hogs Recqipts
Market
35,000.
and the breaking up of the hot wave strong, mostly
lOc
In the southwest had a decided bear- slow to' take hold. higher: big packers
Rutrhers. $18.60(f(.
ish effect today on corn. Largely as 19.00; light. $18.7619.06; packing.
a result prices although steady at the $17.40fi)18.50;
rough.
$17.001)17.35;
close were 214o to 2c net lower, with oulk of sales. $17.90(ri)
18.95; pigs,
and September $1.53
August $1.62
good and choice, $17.25
18.25.
to $1.54. Oats finished lc to 114c
Sheep Receipts
Lambs
21,000.
down.
In provisions the outcome slow mostly 60c lower on killing
adto
22c
decline
ranged from 20c
.ATs; , cnolco Washington wethers,
vance.
$14.40.
Corn traders devoted chief attention to the fact that moisture had
Kansas. City livestock.
been supplied to every state In the
Kansas CityJuly 29. Cattle Rebelt and that the. amount exceeded a ceipts 22.000.
Market
full Inch at many places. Cheering $17.6018.35; western, $12.00 S si..,..
15.75
war news and continued liberal re- cows, $6.50 13.00; heifers, $8.00fi)
ceipts added to the force of bearish 15.00; stockers and feeders, $7.60
sentiment. In view also of an in- 16.65; calves. $8.0OJ!H.0O.
crease of the visible supply, rallies
Hogs Receipts 9.000. Market hlirh.
were of short duration.
er.Buik, $18.5QjS18.75: heavv. tin do
Oats weakned with corn. Receipts (W18.80; light, $)8.20 18.65; pigs
from the new crop were larger. The $17.00(& 17.U0.
7,000.
hog markets strength lifted provisions
Sheep Receipts
Market
but subsequently was more or less strong. Lambs, $15.00 18.50; yearoffset by the weakness of grain.
15.50; wethers, $10.00
lings, $11.00
12.75.
Closing prices:
13.75; ewes, $8.00
Corn Aug., $1.52; Sept., $1.53-OatDenver
livestock. . .
Aug., 6914c; Sept.. 6814c
Pork July, $45.26; Sept., $45.25.
Denver,. July 29. Cattle
Recejpts
Lard July, $26.72; Sept, $26.47.
Steers higher, cows stertkly,
1,600.
;
Ribs July, $24.60; Sept, $24.75.
Beef steers, $1 1.00 16.00; cows and
heifers, $8.0011.00: i stockers and
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
feeders, $7.60 012.00; talves. $11.00
Kans

Bargains in second hand folding camp
stove, Perfection and I'urltan oil
stoves, refrigerators, pianos, beds,
dressers, etc. Wo buy anything.
Rhone 1111
120 West (Hold

Lady's black leather bag containing small change and keys, owner call
at Journal office, prove, property and pay
fo: tlila ,t.

Creamery, 42c;
40 c; seconds,
and 3!Mc; packing, firsts,
33c.
Kggs
Firsts, 3i!c; seconds, 32c.
Poultry
liens, 25c; roosters, 18 He:

some of tho grangers were strong on
a fair inquiry In the later dealings.
Noteworthy movements of the day
were mainly downward. General Motors making an extreme decline of
nine points with only nominal recovwas
ery, while Sumatra Tobacco
tossed to and fro at a gross reversal
of Z
points and Lorillard Tobacco
o::t ten points on one transaction.
United States Steel was watched for
some indication of tomorrow's dividend action, but the stock rose and
fell within a fractional area, closing
a naif point up.
Related equipments were steady to
firm, western Union and American
Telephone added one and two points,
respectively, to last week's recessions.
Sales, 185,000 shares.
Call money was easy at the opening but hardened to 6 per cent at the
close, time funds showing continued
firmness.
Liberty Ronds evinced
slight heaviness with the general bond
list. Paris 6's, however, gained a fraction. Total sales, par value, $5,275,-000- .

EICIEIA

FOl.MJ

Hear

Low-laqd- s,

MAHOT

TIE

Estate, Insurance. Loans
111 iouth Fourth ttrwt

New York, July 29.
dullness, accentuated by a light attendance of members and continued
absontation of public Interest, characterized today's session of the stock
War news was again emiexchange.
nently satisfactory, but barren of
tangible results.
An illustration of tho market's unusual Indiffcrenco to favorable, developments was furnished by Southern
Pacific, which barely gained a point,
although the annual report disclosed
record breaking eurnings and a net
gain of 38.70 per cent over 1917.

Good homes at pld prices are exceedingly scarce. We can, however,
still offer an exceptionally well built
Santa Ke brick home, with basement,
heating plant, five spacious rooms,
hall, bath, large porches, good surroundings and very close In In
for the old price of $4,200.

--
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CENTRAL

ISHR1NERS HOME

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

rnoNE is.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

side per Ihix, but our present stock will go nt old
price, lxizi'ii

l';nuv O.litoinui roaches

(fin
UUC
M.

La France Laundry Tablets
the worry once used, always used, We have
Tablet
aal ever came into Albuquerque.
each
U. 8. Food License No.

WARD'S

STORE

t lie

E R H. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Phones

CARMEL MYERS
IX

"The
Marriage Lie"
I1M EB1RD FEATURE IN
FI E REELS.

57

Also

a Good

Comedy Reel
Adults 10c
Children 5c
AFTERNOON'

AND NIGHT.

FRESH TODAY
Calves' liver, sprint; chicken,
lions, lamb, pork, veal.
l'cars, M'ai hes, plums, bananas, walermcloiis.
Green beans, lettuce, wiush.
cucumbers, egg plant, youns
oniiiM, tomalXHS,
ihuharb, cc

Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
r.RncrmKR and meats

I :

Tljcras. Phones

495-40-

8

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

V PROMPT

Z

76.

PHONE
SERVICE.
STRONG BLK., COPPKB
AND SECOND.

WW WW WW WWWWW WW WW WW

ffTff

www

!

night. He will speak on the street
again tonight.
Frank Hernandez and Calderone
Camlelaria, each were lined $10 by
Judge V. W. McCleJIan In police
court on charges of disturbance. Roth
paid their fines.
Professor A. O. Wcese, biology instructor at the university, will lecture
In Rodey hall tonight on the subject.
"Germany and the Doctrine of the
Survival of the Fittest."
Misses Marie and
Ursel Railing
have returned from attending tho
summer normal school at Silver City
Miss Marie Railing was graduated, receiving the M. Pd. degree.
Max W. Rell and George Murphy
enlisted in tho army yesterday and
left for HI Paso. Tho former joined
the ordnance corps and Murphy joined the quartermaster's corps.
An entertainment in honor of the
colored draftees who wil Heave August
for Camp Funston, will be held in
Gable's hall tonight. The general public is invited. Refreshments will be
served free of charge.
Frank Pctrick, from the clothing
1

manufacturing

001 W.

6c

riione

LYRIC
TODAY

I

largest shipment

Coat aud South Walter,

concern

of

Hart,

Sehaffner & Marx. Chicago, 111., is in
Yesterthe city for health reasons.
day Hoy Wright, president of the
Wright Clothing company, showed the
visitor courtesies.
Dr. and Mrs. O. E. Hagland left
Sunday, overland, for Denver, Chicago and eastern cities. After their tour
thny will return to Denver, where Mr.
Hagland will study medicine. Dr. Max
C. Kraft of Minneapolis will succeed
Hagland in his practice here.
George F. Mahoney has been appointed as state superintendent of the
United States employment service in
New Mexico. He also is chairman of
Ihe labor community board. Mahoney
will assist I). A. Maephcixori, who Is
in charge of the entire work in tlx

state.

Rallut
have
Abyad temple order of Shrlners sixty-nine
where
returned from Roswell
into
initiated
were
candidates
the mystic order there Saturday. Apthe cereproximately 300 attended
candiAll of the sixty-nin- e
monial.
of
members
were
dates for the shrine
the Knights Templar.
The members made the trip by auEn route to Roswell they
tomobile.
encountered heavy rains in the bevalley. Several of the cars
came stuck in the mud. Cowboys who
pulled
however,
happened along,
the cars out by means of their lassos.
One of the candidates. Henry Lute,
from Carrhsozo received a fracture of
one arm when the car in which he
was traveling from Carrizozo to Roswell overturned on the slippery road.
The accident did not prevent him
from crossing the sands of the Shrine
desert, however, and lie went the rest
of the journey without further accident.
According to P. L. Williamson, poone of
tentate, the ceremonial was In
New
the most successful ever held
Initiatod
were
who
Mexico. Those
into the Shrine were:
Roy Ammertnan, F.dward I. Ammo-net-L.t,
Harrv R. Andrew, Flavlus
Austin, Robert L. Rallard. Russell G.
Bird, Alfred V. Mine, the Rev. Abbert
L Bowman, Harry I. Rraden,, Llono'
Charles C. Cagle,
H.
Hradstreet.
Thomas J. Calloway, Connor Bruce,
C.
Davison, George U
Benjamin
Erwin, Harrv C. Egleston, Willis Ford,
Earl F. Hall, John W. Hall. James D.
Hudglns, G. A. Lipp, Charles S. Lusk,
James B. McGhee. John H. Mullie,
Dclmer N. Pope, Karl L. Read,
Charles W. Shepherd, Warren H.
Stine. David E. Swearingln, Harry F.
Thome. D. Y. Tomlinson, Jr.. Ray
Wagoner, Ray C. Worswick. Roswell;
William A. Craig, Carlsbad; John R.
Arthur J. Evans,
Denhof, Clovis:
Elida; Carl K. Freeman. WTilte Oaks;
Robert L. Halley. Carlsbad; Emory
E. Hoagland. I'ortales: Jeff H. Hooker, I.ovington; Charles W. Harrison,
Clovis; William V. Jernigan, Weed;
Walter L. Line, Raton; W. Frank
Carlsbad: Seth A. Morrison,
Portales; Tobie E. Mayl Hope; Harry
A. Miller, Clovis: Edwin J. Neer and
Winfield R. Oldham. Portales; Jewel
S. Oliver, Carlsbad; James B. Rriddy,
Portales: Claude Kikes, Carlsbad?
Chester Tallmadge, Socorro; George
A. Titsworth. Oapitan; Roy S. Waller,
Carlshad; Stephen S. Ward, Artesia;
Mollis tS. Watson, Edgar Watts anq
Earl T. Whittaker, Hope; John G.
Weatherly, Greenville, Tex.; George
M. Williamson.
Portales; Charles H.
James Dunlap,
Stern, Santa Rosa;
S. .Williams,
Ar
Dunlan: William
tesia; Henry Lutz. Carrizozo; William
H.
Gar
William
Roswell:
R. Eckles.
rett, Lovlngton: B. P. Rowan, Artesia;
Robert C. Sowder, Pecacho.
Twenty-fou- r

Half the work and all

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROLERT JONES

HON

FOR SALE
A small

.'

members

AT ALBUOUERDUE

of

Oscar J. Ribo. sheep raiser of
Grants, who enlisted in the marine
corps last March, recently was promoted to the rank of corporal and
expects to leave Mare island in a few
y
days on a
furlough to Albuquerque to straighten some business
affairs.
J. T. Holten, traveling car agent to REDGRQSSWOIVSLN
C. R. Strome, superintendent of the
transportation department with headquarters in Chicago, was In AlbuquerHe left last night foi
que yesterday.
EXPLAIN
the west. He is making an Inspection
of transportation facilities at various
points on the road.
Mrs. Kenneth Ralcomb
left last
night for Washington, D. C, to join
PLANS
CLUB
a
is
In
who
husband
her
training
Mrs.
there.
near
for
engineers
camp
Ralcomb's mother, Mrs. S. M. Johnson, who was visiting her daughter
here for several weeks, left last night
Red Cross workers
recently refor her home in Ruidosa.
ft distinctive shock, when after
ceived
Dr. M. P. Taylor, of Aztec, N. M.,
months of strenuous advertising of
spent yesterday in this city while en the methods, purpose and progress of
route to his heme from Camp Cody. the
club, they received an
While here he received a tMegram
from a woman as to the
inquiry
oil
been
which had
st.jting that the
meaning of the term. In order to once
pi ruck In San Juan county, is rvnning more
place before the citizens the
from 150 to 200 barrels dally at an work of
the club they have issued
800 foot level. The drillers are contho following:
fident they have made a big strike
club Is organized prim"The
and will continue drilling to a deeparily to assist In tho financial support
er level.
of the local Red Cross chapter, which
Senator Isaac Rarth returned yes- Is doing as much as any
similar orterday froni Richmond, Ind. Senator ganisation in the United States to proRarth left Albuquerque some weeks vide necessities
and comforts for the
ago upon the Invitation of officials in soldier? 'over there.'
The plan la this:
who desired that he
Washington,
of the city are asked to
make the presentation of a J10.000 the people
silver service to the new battleship donate 25 cents each month toward
New Mexico, which was in an Atlantic the support of the local chapter. In
port. From that port he was called to order to make the work convinent
Richmond by the death of his wife' Red Cross boxes have been placed at
mother. Mrs. Rarth will remain Ir several spots on Central avenue,
wherein tho donations may be placed.
Richmond for some time.
With the boxes are envelopes. The
Is expected to place 25 cents
candidate
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
In the envelope with his or her name.
This Insures him a membership In
Allen Piirmlcy.
the club. Then his or her monthly
Allen Parmley, 19 years old, died dues are 25 cents, which has as Its
at his home on South Walter street chief benefit tho
of
yesterday after a brief illness. The knowing that one is doing quite a
to
was
Hrothers
removed
body
Strong
bit for the lads who are fighting to
undertaking rooms where it is hold make the world safe for democracy."
pending funeral arrangements.
Some get behind In their dues, but
this) Is attributed by those in charge
Dnnlel L. Hardin.
to forgotfulness or carelessness. In
Daniel L. Hardin, 25 years old, died May the club funds amounted to $300
at 2:30 o'clock yesterday morning at and
In June to $387, This distributed
d
his home In the Highlands, He Is
the burden so lightly upon the shouldhim
who
a
was
with
sister
by
ers of the people that they do not
nt his death. The body was prepared realize
they are aiding the cause. And
for burial by Strong Rrothers and yet, when
tho funds are totalled at
was sent last nlghf to Texarkana. Ark.
headquarters they furnish a very mafor funeral services and burial.
terial aid to the work which means
so much to tho welfare of our counA PRIZE FOR SOMEONE.
Beautiful 11)18 Mitchell ear, marly try.
Between $500 and $1,000 Is needed
new: a snap. Cash, $1,250: terms,
support the club each month and
Jl.itOO.
It will Ik? reduced $25 eaeli to
Ilione this amount has been coming largely
week till sold. Act quickly.
(185. First week July 30th to August from those who already are giving almost their entire time to working ni
Btli.
'
the headquarters.
or
renew
taks
to
Persons who wish
out membership In the Red Cross
lu-- n
Cross Club.
Join the "Two-Bi- tcan do so by call lug at Strong's Book
A
son
Co., Grtnishaw'a
Store, O. A. Mat
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
or Mrs. n. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
Two large car at your service, day
comtho chairman of the Membership
and night Cheap rates by the hour.
mittee. No. 1MI-PHONE 414.
GENTRY'S EGGS
Red
Don't neglect the "Two-Bit- "
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con. Cross Club. Join today.
roy and Son Jose Market; 65c dozen.
YOUR HAULING BY TONS
BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone 3.
SIS 2 South First, phono 231.
ten-da-

"2 BIT"

ID

It. W. Hovt, who has been agent for

the Santa Fe railroad at Trinidad,
Colo., for about six years, has been
appointed agent for the company
here, according to announeeint nt of
who
Superintendent F. K. Summers, morn-

was in Albuquerque yesterday
ing.
Mr. Hoyt Is expected to arrive In
take
Albuquerque today. He will not
charge of the work here until Wednesday, however. Mr. Hoyt, who was at
one time chief clerk to the agent here,
takes the vacancy caused by the death
of P. .T. Johnson, Julv 8.
N. F. Johnson, who came hero to
assist in the work as agent when Mr.
Johnson was ill in California, will continue in the capacity as assistant
agent, being in charge of the ticket office. William Balfour has been overseeing the agent's work as well as his
regular duties of general transportation Inspector since .Mr. Johnson's

Bliss Cormey of Gallup en- joyed but brief wedded bliss in
Albuquerque.
Cormey came here from Gals' lup several days ago. He met in
Old Albuquerque a woman who
gave her name as Emma Sena,
who, the police say, had Just
been released from jail in order
that she might leave town. The
police say It was a case of love
nt first sight and that they were

Tourlat lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Dr. Mason of Estancia is 111 at the

Presbyterian sanatorium.
Dr. T. F. Tannus went to Las Vegas

Sunday on professional business.
Gibbons of San Antonio,
George.
Tex., is in the city for a few days.
Senator Itomero of Valencia county
(pent yesterday here on business.
Judge It. P. Karnes returned yesterday from a business trip to Silver City,
N. M.
Miss

Sophie McGuire of Llgonier,
has arrived to make her home in
Albuquerque.
Lawrence
Durea of Paint Creek,
W. V., has arrived in Albuquerque to
his
make
home,
Howard tlruehl, employe of the
curio
room, is ill at a MethHarvey
odist sanitorium.
Roy llurrowes, who had business at
Madrid, N. M., returned to the city
yesterday ufternoon.
C. S. llayden, who was at the Jemcs
Springs the past few days, returned
to the city yesterday afternoon.
Paul Fredericks, brother of Harry
and Louis Fredericks of the fire
has returned from Denver.
Misses Rosalie and Victorine With
have returned from Silver City, where
they attended the summer normal
school.
Miss Dorothy Rowman, daughter of
Mrs. Fred Fornoff, left yesterday
morning forlhe Pecos to visit Misi
Consuclo Chaves.
The Girl Scout drill team will hold a
rehearsal in the armory at 6:30 o'clock
A regular meeting
of the
tonight.
Scouts will not be held this afternoon.
Mrs. A. Melton of Mountalnair,
who underwent an operation at St.
Joseph's hospital Saturday, was reported to bo doing favorably last

ra..

night.

Several . hundred people heard the
lecture of Private John H. Dale at
Second street and Central avenue last

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

sur-vlve-

B. M. Wlt.LlAMS)

SUITS

CLEANED,
Dentist ....
i
uiU pressed $1.25.
and S. Whiting Building .vTW
Room
Phone No. OtM.
Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co,
Comer Second an OoUk
.
vwrfry. r&ooe tw
1

$1

The

MAE MARSH

MERCHANT TAILOR
Just received, fine line of .English
Suiting for Autumn and Winter
107 SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Postofflec.

IX

Santa Fe Stage
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
Commencing week July 22.
Singer Taxi Co., Phone 600.

Till"; STORY OF A GMIL WHOSE RIGHTEOUS WRATH TRIUMPHS
OYER CORRUPTION.
THE ROMANCE OF A GIRL WHO RISKED ALL FOR LOVE

Leaves Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.
Car leaves Albuquerque
Sarlta Fe, 4:30 p.

Fare

7

ALSO

3
'

m.

?

?

?

Matinee,

For Sale Bakery

Children 5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

to 6

1

Nights, 6 to 11

A good paying proposition doing $3,000 per
month business, in live
town in New Mexico.
Reason for selling
partner in army. In-

REPEATING BY REQUEST

THURSDAY ONLY

VVM.

S. HART

IN

"THE DESERT MAN"

Journal

50,

THEATER
TODAY AND TOMORROW

MATCH'S OLD STAND

(

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WANTED
A

M0NTAN0 IS

KILLED

COMEDY

Time of Shows, 1, 2 :30, 4, 5 :30, 7, 8 :30, 10

BY LIGHTNING

Manuel Montano, who has been a
soldier nt Camp Kearny, was killed
when struck by lightning at Ranches
do Albuquerque Sunday night. His
death was not learned until yesterday
morning, however. Ho was 22 years
old.
Montano was Uvvng with his uncle,
Jose Garcia. He left his uncle's home
His uncle
early In tho evening.
thought nothing of his failure to return, as Montano slept in a house
nearby, and naturally supposed he had
gone to bed. Yesterday morning a
man passing by. found tho body of
Montana lying Just outside the house,
and notified Garcia. A jury which sat
at an Inquest over the man yesterday
decided that ho was killed by lightning.
Montann's mother and father died
only a short time ago. Funeral services will be held at 9 o'clock Wednesday morning at Ranchos de Albuquerque. Burial will be thorc.

"Hidden

MARRON

earis

'14'

99

WITH

SESSUE

ALONSO

121 & WEST CENTRAL

Phone

mr
t

To Replace That Urokca Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
433 N. First.
Phone 421.

DR.

PRESENTS

PARAMOUNT

bright, energetic girl for wrapping counter. Appiy
THE ECONOMIST

Let Us Send a Man
MANUEL

KEYSTONE

L

J3.75

One Way.

Round Trip, $7.00

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 607
DELIVERY.
AXtr
CALL
FREE

The
by the police.
custody
woman was placed in Jail on a
charge of failing to leave town
or to pay an old fine which had
been imposed on her and natur--- !
ally Cormey came in for his
share of investigation.
The police say Cormey is a
slacker and that he failed to
produce evidence that he regls- tered or any classification card.

TWO-REE-

"I LOVE CHARLES ALBERT."

m.

a.

Ursm-- .

Aae- -

S

S

Cli! of the S' rcen

V'Liin

Office.

married.
Immediately after the cere-mony the happy pair started
downtown. Both were taken Into

PRESENTS

GOLDWYN

LOUJS C. GIELITZ

quire Box

"8

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

.

death.

Gallup Man Held
as Slacker; Bride
Also is Arrested

House of High Class Pictures and Music

diately. Sealed bids will be received up to and including July 30 at
the office of tho Board of Education In the high school. The right
to reject any or all bids is reserved.

HAYAKAWA

831--

A soul s'.liTins drama, gorin beautiful
geously
staged
Hawaii.

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

don't miss it!
;i:t your hat now.

the
British or Canadian forces are reon
call
the
to
undersigned.
quested
All persons wishing to enlist In

"CURRENT EVENTS"
SEE THE WORLD.

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

1

George Roslington

6

Resident Officer

t"

LOCAL ITEMS

TODAY AND TOMORROW

frame house at tho rear' of

the high school building. Purchaser must move the building Imme-

:

Free Stones due this A.

Knits nothing hut Dirt. Saves the Oarments,

IS

Members of Ballut Abyad Tem- R, W, Hoyt, at One Time Chief
Clerk Here, to Fill Place Left
ple Returns from Eventful
Carri-zoz- o
From
Car
One
Vacant
Trip;
'By Death of
Overturns,

Another Shipment
if thou?

II

APPOINTED AGENT

FROM GEREMOMYs
MANY INITIATED

N. M.

ORANGES HAVE ADVANCED.

i

TRINIDAD

AVE.

to 6 Admission.
Adults
to 11

.10c
15c;

Children 10c

PULLIAM TRIAL IS SET
FOR FRIDAY AT 2 P. M.
The.

preliminary

examination

Pul-lia-

Bryant's Delivery
FOR
BEJtVICK

Phone

fill

WANTED.

of

Mark I'ulliam, who Is charged with an
assault on a
girl last
Thursday night, was continued from
2 o'clock yesterday afternoon until the
same hour Friday, upon motion of
George It. Craig, district attorney.
John F. Simms, attorney for
asked that the girl In the esse
be required to undergo, an examination by two specialists, in order to determine the condition of her health.
Judge Meridian withheld an answer
to the motion until Friday.
It is possible that the public will be
excluded from the trial Friday.

QUICK
I.
823 W ent Copper.

Livery and 'aadtDm nontev. Trimble'!
Red Ram.

Man to work with poultry; married
man or one not subject to military
duty preferred; good wages, living
quarters furnished; extensive 'exR. B. T.,
perience not necessary.

0NSA
TODAY and Thursday, Aug.

Journal.

The Real Hoover Candy

i

Chocolate Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
4
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Ton" 4

Many

Are

Good

Propositions
Open Now. See

Farm Labor Agent
The New Model Reo Four
If

of these beautiful
cars at present price it will be
NECESSARY TO APPLY SOON
Remember the Reo Is the car
of
parts throughout. Ask

MORNING

JOURNAL

OFFICE

over-size-

d

CRAZING LAND FOR SALE
'
Suitable
ange for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Ktaley & Co.,' Second and
Cold Ave.

On account of so much furnishings to offer we have de- cided to run two days in order to close out the entire lot.
As the house has been sold there will be nothing reserved, everything must go at some price.
Below you will see a partial list of what will be sold :
One $650 piano, one $100 hall tree, one $100 leather
lounge, parlor suite, dining room suite, all kinds of rock- y ers, rugs, carpets, hall carpets, stair carpets, dressers, chif-foniers, brass beds, iron beds, springs and mattresses, book
I case, writing desk, stand tables,
mirrors, pictures, set of
I Ifaviland China dishes and many other dishes, Majestic
1 range, gas range, linoleum, refrigerator, tubs, cooking
I ' utensils, lace curtains, window shades, lawn swing, and
I many other articles that are not mentioned on the ac- B rnnnt
nf lnclr nf smaen
v
..VV.t...VtJgS.?.
This is a twelve-roohouse and completely furnished '
and you can find anything you may need in the way of
house furnishings.
If you are in the market or ever expect o be in the
market for anything in the way of house furnishings this
V
is your opportunity.
m

you want one

for booklet by New Mexico owners who have driven their cars
from 10,000 to 80,000. miles. The
Bennett Co. recently purchased a
Reo for stage route from Silver
City to Mogollon. Why?
Gibson of Socorro recently purchased three Reos for mountain
taxi service.
COOPER MOTOR CO.
Distributors for New Mexico
Coleman Blank Garage

623 N. 2nd St.

TWELVE ROOMS OF FURNITURE TO CO TO THE HIGHEST
BIDDER FOR CASH.

Pay your "Two-Bit- "
Red Cross dues. This is FARM LABORERS
a duty you should not
WANTED
neglect.

1,

USED CAR SALE

.

Look Over the List Yon Hay
Find Just What You Want.
One Overland Touring
.$100
One
Overland
Touring,

.........

$273

One Overland Roadster. .. .$150
One Overland
touring (in excellent con$800
dition) almost new
One Ford Touring
$350
$200
One Dodge Touring,
AMONG
BARGAINS
MANY
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phoqe 710.

CO.

D
813-51-

ff?f?HffH

3

W. Central.

rffnfTffffTfffff

BE ON HAND EARLY
DAY

J.

L.

WE WILL START THE SALES EACH
PROMPTLY AT 2:30.

AS

GOBER, Auctioneer

Gaimp tump
Oerrtllos Lump

Uarin IVnl
M
Jk

Mk

PHONE

fV ra

Store
.

uotuhjb

Stove

01

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAJL.
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

lime.

